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The structure of this report
1.

Due to the complexity and volume of information considered by this
investigation, the report is divided into the following sections:


Police contact with Miss Power prior to her murder



The handling of Miss Power’s emergency call of 14 December 2013



Organisational approach to domestic abuse, stalking and harassment



Freedom of Information (FOI) Request No: 006028/12



A glossary is available in the appendices of this report.

Background to the investigation
2.

At 09.48am on 14 December 2013, Mr David Wilder telephoned Devon
and Cornwall Police and reported he had killed his partner, Miss Kerry
Power, at her home address in Plymouth.

3.

On 16 December 2013 the Devon and Cornwall Police Professional
Standards Department referred the matter to the IPCC, having identified
that there had been police contact with Miss Power in the weeks prior to
her murder.

4.

On 18 December 2013 the IPCC determined an independent
investigation into police contact with Miss Power prior to her murder
was appropriate.

5.

Mr Wilder was subsequently charged with Miss Power’s murder. He
entered a guilty plea and was convicted on 18 July 2014 at Taunton
Crown Court. He was sentenced to life imprisonment, with a minimum
tariff of 18 years.

A profile of Miss Kerry Power
6.

Miss Power was 36 years old at the time of her murder and the primary
carer for her ten year old son. She lived in Plymouth where she worked
as an administrative assistant at a local primary school. She had ended
a three and a half year relationship with Mr Wilder shortly before she
was murdered.

Background information on Mr David Wilder
7.

For publication

Devon and Cornwall Police held information relating to Mr Wilder on
their computer systems. His record contained two cautions, both in
relation to [V]. Although his nominal record reflected a history of
domestic abuse with [V] there were no domestic incidents recorded
between him and Miss Power.
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Family concerns
8.

Miss Power’s family raised a number of concerns regarding Police
contact with Miss Power prior to her murder, as follows:


The police response to Miss Power’s reports of criminal damage on 28
November 2013 and stalking on 6 December 2013.



The advice provided to Miss Power regarding making an emergency
call on 6 December 2013.



The absence of a police response to Miss Power’s emergency call on
14 December 2013.



The training Devon and Cornwall Police provided to officers and staff on
stalking and harassment.



Devon and Cornwall Police’s policies and procedures in relation to
stalking and harassment.

Terms of reference
9.

The terms of reference for the investigation were:
1. To investigate police contact with Miss Power prior to her death. In
particular;
a) To identify the information that was both provided and available
to Devon and Cornwall Police regarding Mr Wilder and Miss
Power.
b) To assess the appropriateness and adequacy of the decisions
made and actions taken by police.
c) To assess the adequacy of the police response to the allegations
of stalking made by Miss Power.
d) Whether the risk assessment undertaken on Miss Power on 7
December 2013 was sufficiently robust.
e) How the 999 call, believed to have been made by Miss Power on
14 December 2013, was dealt with.
2. To investigate Devon and Cornwall Police’s response to a Freedom
of Information Act request (ref 006028/12) relating to their
implementation of the ACPO Stalking Risk Screening Tool for
frontline Officers.
3. To identify whether any subject of the investigation may have
committed a criminal offence and, if appropriate, send a copy of the
investigation report to the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) for
him to decide whether criminal proceedings are to be brought.

4. To identify whether any subject of the investigation may have
breached their Standards of Professional Behaviour. If such a
For publication
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breach may have occurred, to determine whether that breach
amounts to misconduct or gross misconduct and whether there is a
case to answer.
5. To consider and report on whether there is organisational learning,
including:


whether any change in policy or practice would help to prevent a
recurrence of the event, incident or conduct investigated;



Whether the incident highlights any good practice that should be
disseminated.

The terms of reference were approved by Associate Commissioner
Tom Milsom on 20 January 2014. Point 2 was added to the terms of
reference at a later date. The amended terms of reference were
approved on 9 December 2014.

For publication
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Police contact with Miss Power prior to her
murder
Computer systems
10.

Devon and Cornwall Police used a number of computer systems to
manage their dealings with Miss Power.

11.

The STORM system is the force’s command and control system.
STORM logs are created when incidents are reported to the police.
These logs are populated with information about an incident including
details of the type of incident, how it is graded and resourced, and the
outcome of police attendance. Crimes and individuals can be linked to
STORM logs.

12.

The Crime Information System (CIS) was the local crime recording
system in place in 2013. It was populated with information about crimes,
subjects and nominals. Intelligence could also be populated onto CIS.

13.

UNIFI is the force’s new crime recording system. It replaced CIS and is
used to record crimes, intelligence and nominal records.

14.

GRS is the staff rota system.

15.

‘Pirates’ is the force intranet system. Work related guidance can be
accessed using this system.

16.

The Police National Computer (PNC) is a national system used by
forces. It contains crime related information.

Force structure
17.

In 2013, Devon and Cornwall Police had a Call Management and
Communications Unit (CMCU) where emergency and non emergency
calls from members of the public were managed. There are two types
of call handlers within this department. Force Enquiry Centre (FEC) call
handlers primarily take 999 and 101 calls from members of the public
who are seeking to report crimes. Their role is to appropriately grade
calls. Crime Data Input Bureau (CDIB) call handlers primarily record
crimes reported by members of the public or police officers following
police attendance at an incident. There is a further type of call taker in
the FEC called Desktop Resolution Crime Team (DRCT). DRCT officers
take calls from the public, give advice on the law and ensure STORM
logs are compliant with the National Crime Recording Standards
(NCRS).

18.

Operationally, the force has a number of Police Community Support
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Officers (PCSOs) who deal with low level crime enquiries; there are also
response teams which consist of Police Constables (PCs) who attend to
emergency and non emergency calls. These response teams have
supervising sergeants. On attendance at an incident, a response officer
will determine whether a crime has occurred in line with the National
Crime Recording Standard (NCRS).
19.

The force also has a Public Protection Unit (PPU) which deals with all
aspects of public protection, including domestic abuse and stalking. The
PPU has specialist Domestic Abuse Investigators who investigate
domestic incidents and Domestic Violence Risk Assessors who assess
risk to identified victims of domestic abuse.

Roles and responsibilities
Police Community Support Officers (PCSO)
20.

Detective Inspector Paul Morgan is the Inspector in the Plymouth
Neighbourhood Policing Unit. He provided a statement to the IPCC
which included an explanation of the role of a PCSO. He stated that
their primary role is to identify vulnerability, offer reassurance and
safeguard victims. He stated PCSOs have a domestic violence input on
their initial training which is focussed around awareness and
identification of domestic abuse, arranging support and making referrals
to appropriate services. He clarified that PCSOs are not responsible for
investigating domestic abuse and if they suspect it they should share
their concerns and refer them to a police officer.

Crime Desktop Input Bureau (CDIB)
21.

22.

Michelle Bissett is a Supervisor in the control room. She provided an
outline of the role of the Crime Desktop Input Bureau (CDIB) in a
witness statement she provided to the IPCC. She explained that CDIB
are office based staff who enter crime reports and Domestic Abuse
Stalking and Harassment (DASH) risk assessment gradings and
responses. She explained they can also record nominal records on CIS.

Both Michelle Bissett and Supervisor Janie Rushworth described how
CDIB staff can challenge the classification of a Non Crime incident if the
circumstances warrant it. They stated that if information provided to the
CDIB by an attending officer suggests a crime has taken place, there
will be an expectation on CDIB to challenge the request to record the
matter as a Non Crime Incident. They stated that in the event an officer
wished to record an offence, the classification and/or modus operandi of
which is in dispute, the call handler will refer to the CDIB supervisor who
will make the decision. They explained that in the event of a dispute
relating to harassment, the call handler will record the crime requested
by the officer, and advise the appropriate crime standards officer of the
For publication
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dispute.

Desktop Resolution Crime Team (DRCT)
23.

Inspector Sharon Mare from the Call Management and Communications
Department provided an explanation of DRCT’s role to the IPCC. She
explained that the DRCT has three primary responsibilities: call taking,
compliance with the NCRS and management of the appointments
system.

24.

With regards to appointments, Desktop Resolution Officer working
practice dictates that DRCT officers should robustly review
appointments and quality assess them to check the for suitability of the
call grading allocated. This includes consideration of ‘risk’ to ensure that
there is no further risk to persons involved at the time; consideration is
also given to whether the timescales in seeing the person subject of the
appointment will result in an increase in the risk posed.

25.

With regards to their NCRS responsibilities, Desktop Resolution Officer
working practice dictates that DRCT officers should review STORM logs
and use their knowledge of the NCRS to identify if a crime should be
recorded. In the event of a Non Crime Domestic incident being recorded
following an initial STORM log indication that a crime had occurred, they
are expected to compare the circumstances described in the STORM
log and review the non crime record and DASH to ensure they are
happy with the non crime classification. In the event that they are not
satisfied, DRCT officers should challenge the response officer to find
out why the incident is not being recorded as a crime.

Critical Incident Manager (CIM)
26.

Inspector Anne Higgins is a CIM in Devon and Cornwall Police. She
provided a statement to the IPCC describing the role. She stated that
any domestic related incidents are sent to the CIM to review prior to
closure. She explained that the CIM’s role is to ensure the DASH
grading is correct and that they also have a duty to ensure the incident
is recorded in line with the NCRS. She stated that when reviewing a
Non Crime Domestic incident, the CIM will attempt to minimise risk to a
victim based on the information available at the time. She stated that
they rely on the DASH form and initial officer’s assessment to
communicate risk. She explained that they should consider
safeguarding of the victim, which might include security measures in the
home, positive action on a crime, or the separation of parties and
provision of suitable advice.

Domestic Violence Risk Assessors
27.
Domestic Abuse Officer (A) provided an outline of the role of a
For publication
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Domestic Violence Risk Assessor when interviewed by the IPCC. She
explained that Domestic Violence Risk Assessors are office based PPU
staff who carry out a daily computer search of all domestic incidents
reported within the previous 24 hour period. She stated that all incidents
recorded as crimes, regardless of the DASH risk assessment grading,
and those incidents recorded as non crimes, but with a medium or high
risk DASH grading are transferred to the ‘Public Protection Business
Account’ where further work will be carried out.
28.

She stated that those incidents recorded as Non Crime Domestics,
where the victim has refused to engage with a DASH risk assessment,
but the officer has assessed the victim as a standard risk, will also be
transferred to the Business Account as further work is required to
identify the full picture of risk to the victim. Conversely, she stated that
those incidents where the victim has engaged with the officer to
complete a DASH, and where the officer has determined the victim is a
standard risk, will not be transferred to the Business Account for further
work.

29.

She stated that if an incident is transferred to the Business Account, risk
assessors will carry out full history research into the incident and modus
operandi and also a full subject and victim history examination. She
stated that intelligence checks might also be conducted.

Policies and Procedures
National policies and the law on stalking and harassment
30.

The Protection from Harassment Act (PHA) 1997 is the main piece of
legislation used to prosecute stalking and harassment offences. The
PHA was amended on 25 November 2012 when stalking was
introduced as a criminal offence.

31.

Section 2A of the PHA 1997 provides an offence of stalking whilst
Section 4A provides an offence of stalking involving fear of violence or
serious harm or distress. Both offences require a ‘course of conduct’,
that is, conduct which occurs on more than one occasion. The
perpetrator must know (or ought to know) that their actions amount to
harassment, as defined in Section 7 of the Act.

32.

Section 7(2) of the Act provides that “References to harassing a person
include alarming the person or causing the person distress.” Alarm and
distress can be given their ordinary meaning and are a matter of
common sense. This can include repeated attempts to make unwanted
contact. Furthermore, there is no requirement for the victim to explicitly
state that they are in distress.

33.
Section 2A (3) of the Act lists a number of examples of behaviours (acts
For publication
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and omissions) that may constitute stalking, including (amongst other
things) following a person, loitering in any place and watching a person,
contacting, or attempting to contact, a person by any means and
interfering with any property in the possession of a person.
34.

Officers responding to reports of stalking should use the full DASH risk
assessment and the additional 11 questions known as the ACPO
Stalking Risk Screening Tool.

35.

The police can issue a Police Information Notice (PIN) to a person
accused of a single instance of inappropriate behaviour that, if
repeated, could constitute harassment or stalking. A PIN is a letter
which informs the recipient of the allegation and makes them aware that
their behaviour is causing distress. If their behaviour continues, they
cannot claim the ‘reasonable person’ defence. There should only be
limited circumstances when a PIN is issued such as when a single
harassing incident has not yet formed a course of conduct.

The ACPO Stalking Risk Screening Tool
36.

ACC Garry Shewan is the ACPO Lead for Stalking and Harassment. He
provided a statement to the IPCC setting out that the ACPO Stalking
Risk Screening Tool was developed to form a risk assessment in
stalking cases reported to the police. DASH and ACPO Stalking Risk
Screening Tool were launched in various forces at various stages
throughout 2009-2011. It was created as a separate document to the
DASH, with an additional 11 questions which should be posed to the
victim if they answer positively to question 8 of the DASH, ‘Does (...)
constantly text, call, contact, follow, stalk or harass you?’

37.

The ACPO Stalking Risk Screening Tool is designed to assess the risk
to stalking victims, because the DASH risk assessment does not assess
the obsessive, fixated behaviour a stalker can show towards a victim. If
the overall DASH risk assessment grading is not amended to consider
the risk of stalking in addition to the risk of domestic abuse, the victim is
not necessarily safeguarded.

38.

The ACPO 2009 Practice Advice on Investigating Stalking and
Harassment sets out that in cases where a DASH is completed and
stalking is a factor, the response officer should form a risk assessment
for domestic abuse, and a risk assessment for stalking. It is possible for
a victim to be a ‘standard’ risk from domestic abuse, but a ‘medium’ risk
in respect of stalking. This should result in an elevated overall risk
assessment grading on the DASH. The ACPO Stalking Risk Screening
Tool should inform the overall DASH risk assessment.

Devon and Cornwall Police local policies
For publication
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39.

The following policies are relevant to this investigation:
-

Call Grading and Deployment Policy

-

Domestic Abuse Policy

-

Stalking and Harassment Policy

-

Crime Reporting, Management and Investigation Standards

Call Grading and Deployment Policy
40.

Devon and Cornwall Police have a Call Grading and Deployment Policy
which sets out that incident logs generated by the control room will be
graded in accordance with the level of threat, risk, harm and/or
vulnerability.

41.

An ‘Immediate’ grading requires a 20 minute response time and is given
in circumstances such as where there is danger to life. A ‘Prompt’
grading is known as a priority response in which the police call handler
assesses there is a degree of importance or urgency associated with
the initial police response. The response time is 60 minutes. A ‘Prompt’
response might be given if the situation may re-occur or escalate within
the hour or owing to vulnerability there is a genuine need for attendance
within an hour. A ‘Routine’ grading requires a response within 48 hours.
Logs graded as routine can be dealt with by appointment.

42.

A ‘Vulnerable’ grading was implemented in Devon and Cornwall Police
on 18 June 2013. A briefing was disseminated to staff on its introduction
and updates and guidance were published on the force ‘Pirates’ Intranet
system. In January 2014 the Grading and Deployment Policy was
updated and now defines ‘Vulnerable’. Guidance on the Pirates system
defined ‘Vulnerable’ as:
‘Anyone who has been or is believed to be at risk of harm, threat,
abuse or exploitation following consideration of their individual
circumstances and who is or may be in need of support or intervention’.
It states ‘People are at risk if because of their situation and personal
circumstances they are less able to protect themselves from harm’.
It states that vulnerable logs will be resourced ahead of those calls
graded as routine.

43.

For publication

The policy sets out appointments can be made for matters which do not
require immediate attendance. Working practice guidance documents
published on the force intranet state that appointments can be made for
domestics, stalking or vulnerable people, however appropriate research
should be carried out to assess risk and a rationale is necessary on the
STORM log.
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Domestic Abuse policy and DASH guidance
44.

Devon and Cornwall Police Domestic Abuse Policy states that the
priorities of the force in responding to domestic abuse are to protect the
lives of both adults and children who are at risk of domestic abuse, to
be proactive in reducing that risk and to ensure positive action is taken.
Attending officers should complete a DASH risk assessment and
complete a 121A referral if children are present in the household (this is
a referral to Social Services and a Multi Agency Safeguarding Hub so
that any other agency engaged with the child is aware of the incident).

45.

An Inspector in the PPU at the relevant time gave further detail about
the expectations on officers in completing DASH risk assessments.
DASH is a risk assessment form which should be completed for all
incidents of domestic abuse by responding officers. It was launched in
various forces at various stages throughout 2009 -2011. DASH is a
paper booklet containing 27 questions. These questions should be
completed, resulting in the officer using their professional judgement to
categorise the risk level to the victim of ‘serious harm’. ‘Serious harm’ is
defined as ‘a risk which is life threatening and /or traumatic, and from
which recovery, whether physical or psychological, can be expected to
be difficult of impossible’ (Home Office 2002 and OASys 2006). The
Inspector stated that Devon and Cornwall Police expects officers to
complete DASH risk assessments when they attend reports of domestic
abuse, stalking or harassment.

46.

Once completed, the attending officer should determine if the victim is
at standard, medium or high risk of serious harm. A victim is at standard
risk when the evidence does not indicate likelihood of serious harm; a
victim is at medium risk when there are identifiable indicators or serious
harm and a victim is at high risk when the potential event could happen
at any time.

47.

The Inspector stated that the DASH booklet should be checked by a
supervisory officer, who should use their professional judgement to
determine whether the attending officer’s initial risk assessment is
appropriate.

48.

The DASH risk assessment in force at the time of Miss Power’s murder
did not contain the ACPO Stalking Risk Screening Tool. Furthermore,
the stalking and harassment policy did not impose any requirement on
the attending officer to ask the additional 11 questions in the event the
victim answered positively to question 8 on the DASH ( Does (....)
constantly text, call, contact, follow, stalk or harass you?). There was,
however, a hyperlink on the policy to additional guidance titled ‘further
guidance on DASH questions’. This guidance set out that in the event a
victim disclosed stalking and harassing behaviour, officers must ask the
additional ACPO Stalking Risk Screening Tool 11 questions.

For publication
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Stalking and Harassment policy
49.

Devon and Cornwall Police’s Stalking and Harassment policy states that
a harassment offence under Section 2 of the Protection from
Harassment Act 1997 includes conduct directed at an individual which
causes them to feel afraid, alarmed or distressed. There needs to be a
course of conduct, defined as a minimum of two occasions, and the
person whose course of conduct is in question ought to know that it
amounts to harassment of another. This is accepted to be the case if a
reasonable person, in possession of the same information, would also
believe it amounts to harassment.

50.

Stalking is described as a particular species of harassment, which can
be defined as behaviour including persistent and repeated contact with,
or attempts to contact another individual such as following them,
communicating with them, and using other intrusive methods. An
offence of stalking can only be established when a course of conduct
that amounts to harassment has occurred.

51.

The Devon and Cornwall Police harassment policy states that in
responding to reports of harassment, officers should follow the
‘harassment flowchart’ and refer to the ‘harassment working practices’
for additional support.

52.

The ‘harassment flowchart’ provides that if the victim is afraid, alarmed
or distressed, it is not the first time an incident has occurred and
together the incidents amount to a course of conduct, a crime should be
recorded as either Section 2 Harassment (if there is no fear of violence),
or Section 4 Harassment (if there is fear of violence). If the victim is not
afraid, alarmed or distressed, the flowchart advises the officer should
give suitable advice to the victim regarding possible future harassment.
The harassment flowchart being used at the time of Miss Power’s
murder did not give advice on stalking.

53.

The policy provides that police officers have the power to arrest for any
offence on the grounds of reasonable suspicion and must demonstrate
that they have reasonable grounds for believing that the arrest is
necessary in accordance with Section 24 of the Police and Criminal
Evidence Act 1984 (as substituted by section 110 of the Serious
Organised Crime and Police Act 2005) which provides the statutory
power of arrest. The policy requires that a first account is gained from
the victim and provides that the officer should explain the procedures
and make it clear that police take harassment seriously. The policy
further requires that officers should make clear that support is available
to the victim.

National Crime Recording Standard (NCRS)
For publication
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54.

The NCRS sets out that if the circumstances of an incident amount to a
crime in law, and there is no credible evidence to the contrary, the
incident should be recorded as a crime. Devon and Cornwall Police’s
policy on Crime Reporting, Management and Investigation Standards
states that all reported incidents will result in the creation of an incident
report by the police. The incident will be recorded as a Notifiable crime
if, on the balance of probabilities:
i)

The circumstances as reported amount to a crime defined by law
and

ii)

There is no credible evidence to the contrary.

Homesafe
55.

‘Homesafe’ was a partnership of various agencies including the police,
council and NHS, designed to provide security measures in the homes
of vulnerable persons. The Homesafe project finished in March 2014,
due to partners withdrawing funding. PS Tim Hinde managed the
Homesafe project and provided an overview of its operation to the
IPCC. He stated that any agency could make a referral to the Homesafe
team, which consisted of two security fitters based in Charles Cross
Police Station. He stated that following receipt of a referral, a security
fitter would use the information recorded on the relevant crime number
and arrange an appointment to assess the security of the property.

56.

Homesafe fitter Mike Taylor provided an account to the IPCC. He stated
that domestic related referrals were usually made by the Devon and
Cornwall Police Domestic Abuse Unit, not individual officers. He
explained that repeated attempts would be made to contact individuals
if they were vulnerable due to domestic related concerns.

Silent Solution (Metropolitan Police Automated Voice
Response system)
57.

For publication

British Telecom (BT) provided an explanation that when a member of
the public dials 999 their call with initially be routed to BT. BT will try to
establish which emergency service is required by asking a set of
questions. A great deal of emergency calls are without service request,
meaning the caller does not respond to the BT call handler. In order to
deal with such calls, the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO)
introduced a system in 2001 which allows BT call handlers to filter such
calls. Call handling agents must follow carefully designed procedures
and if following navigation through such procedures, they cannot decide
whether an emergency authority is needed, the call will be connected to
the Police Voice Response System (also known as ‘Silent Solution’).
The Police Voice Response System is hosted by the Metropolitan
Police and features a recorded message which seeks to identify
genuine emergency calls. In the event the caller does not follow the
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recorded instruction, the call will be terminated by the BT call handler
and the relevant police force will not be notified. In the event the caller
does follow the instruction, the BT call handler will override the system
and transfer the call to the relevant police force.

Chronological summary of events
11.10am, 28 November 2013
58.
At 11.10am on 28 November 2013 Miss Power telephoned Devon and
Cornwall Police and reported that her vehicle had been subject to
criminal damage on two occasions whilst parked in her allocated
parking bay outside her home address. During the conversation, Miss
Power reported the following:


her car had been vandalised, specifically, her wing mirrors had been
smashed off. Her son had been present when she had discovered the
damage;



it was not the first time it had happened that week. Earlier in the week
her rear wiper had been stolen and the car aerial had been bent; and



although she did not suspect anyone, she had started to think it was
against her. She stated someone had told her to log it as if it was
against her, it would need reporting as it happened. She went on to say
‘if there are other incidences going on, I might just be being paranoid’.

59.

At 11.26am, the call handler created a crime on CIS (the force’s Crime
Information System). The offence category recorded was ‘theft from
motor vehicle’. The following comments were recorded in the free text
comments:
‘In parking bay green [Miss Power’s car] parked secure and unattended
rear wiper snapped off and stolen a few days ago overnight both wing
mirrors have been kicked off causing damage’.

60.

The crime went on to say:
‘No storm log, no CCTV, no suspects or witnesses. Aggrieved is quite
shaken up by this and her son witnessed the damage this morning and
he is really upset and worried about this. Aggrieved does not suspect
anyone however this is not the first time her car has been damaged.
Aggrieved parks in her own parking bay which is allocated for her so
she is not parking where she should not. Hers is the first bay as you
drive into the car park so she wonders if she is being targeted as it is
the first vehicle. Aggrieved is really worried she is being singled out and
worries what could happen next. Aggrieved would like to see an Officer
please. Aggrieved can be contacted on her work number until 15:00 hrs
today and tomorrow and then her mobile until 2000hrs screened in as
per current vehicle crime policy’.

61.
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On 30 November 2013 at 11.11am, PCSO Darren Clarke telephoned
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Miss Power and gave her reassurances that it was likely the incident
was a random act as there were other anti social behaviour problems in
the area. Miss Power was informed that the PCSO responsible for the
area would be updated and would visit her. PCSO Clarke then
recommended that the log should be filed, meaning no other action
would be taken at that time.
62.

PCSO (A) was the PCSO for the local area; she made a record in her
pocket note book (PNB) that she had attended Miss Power’s address to
conduct a reassurance visit on 3 December 2013 at 2.30pm.

63.

PCSO (A) accessed the criminal damage record on CIS at 10:02am. At
19:03pm she updated it stating ‘Homesafe referral made suitable words
of advice given to A/P re parking of vehicle and reassurance advice.
Contact details of neighbourhood team left, you matter we care leaflet
supplied’.
(You matter, we care leaflets are provided to any victim of crime in
Devon and Cornwall Police. They are essentially a reassurance leaflet
and contain things such as useful telephone numbers for the local
PCSO).

64.

On 4 December 2013, Homesafe Security Fitter Mike Taylor picked up
PCSO (A)’s answer phone message making a Homesafe referral for
Miss Power. He noted the referral was due to criminal damage to a
vehicle. PCSO (A) provided the crime reference number and work and
mobile numbers for Miss Power.

65.

Mr Taylor attempted to ring Miss Power’s mobile number on 5
December 2013 to arrange an appointment but Miss Power did not
answer. An answer phone message was left requesting contact. The
Homesafe team could find no record of any return contact from Miss
Power between 5 and 14 December 2013 in response to this answer
phone message.

2.10pm, 6 December 2013, STORM incident log 361
66.

For publication

On 6 December 2013 at 2.10pm, Miss Power contacted Devon and
Cornwall Police’s non emergency number, 101, and reported she was
being stalked by her ex partner, Mr Wilder. Miss Power’s call was dealt
with by FEC Call Handler (A), who was based in the control room. The
recording of the call evidences FEC Call Handler (A) asked a series of
questions and the following information was disclosed by Miss Power:


She had reported criminal damage the previous week to PCSO
(A) and was told to phone up if anything further happened.



She did not know if it was related to the criminal damage but she
felt like she was being stalked.



She had split from her partner three weeks prior, but he had
turned up the previous night at midnight, waiting for her when
she got home. He was asking where she had been and stated he
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had not seen her car there, so she thought he had been looking
for her.


He said things that led her to believe he was going to take his
life.



That they had not had any problems during their relationship.



That she was getting scared and it was going beyond a joke.



That the PCSO said the damage to her car did not seem to fit in
with the crimes that had been going on in the area which were all
over [the locality] and not of that ilk, they were silly vandalism.



That her [V] used to accuse him of all sorts that were not true.



That her ex partner had phoned and texted her lots, but the texts
had been amicable as she had been trying to explain to him
nicely that the relationship was over.



Since Thursday the week before, he had turned up at her
address four times unannounced late at night. On one of the
occasions he was drunk.



That he had never been aggressive or violent towards her.



That she would be home alone that weekend and might be
vulnerable. She was trying to think if there was anywhere she
could stay where he would not be able to find her.

67.

FEC Call Handler (A) created STORM incident log 361 at 14.10pm and
classified the call as a domestic incident.

68.

At 2.05pm, FEC Call Handler (A) accessed the criminal damage record
on CIS and recorded the following passage on STORM incident log
361:
‘Caller separated from her ex partner Mr Wilder about 3 weeks ago
when he moved out but caller now feels like he is stalking her. Since
last Thursday David has turned up at the address unannounced 4 times
once at about 2330hrs on 02/12/13 and midnight just gone. David was
trying to ask where the caller had been and he seemed intoxicated’.

69.

Due to the type of incident reported, the STORM incident log contained
a number of pre-set questions which the call handler should ask. FEC
Call Handler (A) recorded on the STORM incident log that the caller
was not vulnerable or at risk, did not have injuries and was at work at
the time of the call. In response to the question ‘are you at risk? Where
is the suspect now?’ He recorded:
‘Caller’s son is away this weekend and caller will be at home alone this
weekend and will feel vulnerable’.

70.
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At 2.20pm, the STORM incident log records that FEC Call Handler (A)
selected ‘yes’ to indicate he had completed the question set on the log,
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however the question set was incomplete.
71.

The log was given a routine grading by FEC Call Handler (A), meaning
the call was scheduled for a response within 48 hours. He then
transferred the call to a Radio Operator who recorded on the STORM
incident log:
‘Can’t resource at present’.

72.

The log was further updated at 2.27pm with the following information:
‘Caller spoke with PCSO (A) this week about the matter and has her
contact number. She would like to speak to PCSO (A) but she
understands this may not be possible’.

73.

At 2.31pm, FEC Call Handler (A) accessed Mr Wilder’s CIS nominal
record and noted on the log that Miss Power was ‘no trace’ on CIS. He
also recorded that Mr Wilder had a CIS record, his nominal reference
number and that he had a […] marker.

74.

At 4.52pm, a Radio Operator within the control room updated the
STORM incident log recording:
‘Have checked GRS (this is the staff rota system) and PCSO (A) is not
back on duty until next Wednesday 11 December 2013 at 11am. Is this
suitable for a deferral until the PCSO is next on duty or will it require
earlier attendance?’

75.

The log shows that at 4.57pm, a Sergeant recorded the following:
’No needs resourcing tonight. Understand that she wants to speak with
him but she is also saying she believes her ex is stalking her and
turning up drunk at the address. Safeguarding needs to be considered
along with risk of harm. Will need unit to attend and gather more
information’.

76.

The log shows that at 6.15pm a Radio Operator within the Control
Room attempted to contact Miss Power on her mobile phone. Audio
recordings show the call was answered by Miss Power’s mother,
Stephanie Power, who explained Miss Power was driving. Signal
appeared to be lost and the line cut off.

77.

Another attempt to call Miss Power was made but this was routed
straight through to answer phone. An answer phone message was left
requesting contact from Miss Power via the police 101 using her log
number as a reference. The log was subsequently updated with this
information.

78.

At 6.17pm, a Radio Operator within the Control Room recorded on the
log:
‘Tried to ring rp and got through once but she was driving and signal
lost. Phoned back again and left a message for her to ring 101 with log
number and let us know when she is free to be seen’.

79.
At 7.24pm, a Radio Operator within the Control Room sent a text
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message to Miss Power’s mobile phone stating:
‘D&C Police ref […] Miss Power. Please ring us on 101 ref your log
361/06 to arrange a time for us to come and see you possibly tonight,
thank you’.
80.

At 7.40pm that evening, Miss Power telephoned Devon and Cornwall
Police’s non emergency number, 101, and asked if the Call Handler
wanted the ‘crime number’. Her call was eventually put through to the
Crime Recording Department (CDIB), where CDIB Call Handler (A)
answered the call.

81.

CDIB Call Handler (A) attempted to arrange an appointment for an
officer to visit Miss Power that evening. The recording of this
conversation shows Miss Power responded:
‘Um, I’d rather not, I’d rather do it tomorrow during the day if possible
because I’m actually wanting to ignore my doors this evening so, so if I
could do it during the day, I’d just feel a bit more, at ease if that makes
sense’.

82.

An appointment was subsequently made for police to visit Miss Power
at 1pm on 7 December 2013.

83.

CDIB Call Handler (A) did not carry out any checks on Miss Power or
Mr Wilder.

84.

At 8.37pm, the STORM incident log records that Police Officer (A)
changed the priority of the call from ‘routine’ to ‘appointment’ to reflect
the fact an appointment had been made with Miss Power.

85.

On 7 December 2013 Miss Power sent a Facebook message to a
friend. It is important to note that the police were unaware of this
message until after Miss Power’s murder. The Facebook message
stated:
‘He’s behaving like a mad man, final straw on Thursday night. Knocking
on my door at midnight and then to cut a long story short made out he
was going off to kill himself told me he had resigned from work. It’s over
and he won’t accept it he is trying to emotionally blackmail me. Never
thought he could stoop so low he scared the living daylights out of me’.

86.

On 7 December at 1.57pm, Police Response Officer (A) accessed Mr
Wilder’s nominal record and navigated to the most recent incident
recorded. She did not access and review all of the information recorded
on Mr Wilder’s record.

87.

At 2.00pm that afternoon, Police Response Officer (A) attended Miss
Power’s home address and completed a DASH risk assessment form.

88.

Miss Power’s DASH form contained answers to the 27 pre-set
questions. The questions are detailed below and her responses are
highlighted in bold.
1. Has the current incident resulted in injury? No
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2. Are you very frightened? No
3. What are you afraid of? No (SIC)
4. Do you feel isolated from friends and family? No
5. Are you feeling depressed or having suicidal thoughts? Yes. On
anti depressants – result of previous
6. Have you separated or tried to separate from the abuser in the
last year? Yes 11/11/13 moved out
7. Is there a conflict over child contact? No
8. Does (....) constantly text, call, contact, follow, stalk or harass
you? Yes. Within the last week he has turned up at the
house, approx 3 occasions, calls me if I text him to remind
him its over.
9. Are you currently pregnant or have you recently had a baby? No
10. Are there any children, step children that aren’t in the household?
No
11. Has (....) ever hurt the children/dependants? No
12. Has (....) ever threatened to hurt or kill the children/dependants?
No
13. Is the abuse happening more often? Yes
14. Is the abuse getting worse? Yes. Worse within the last week,
turning up unannounced
15. Does the abuser try to control everything you do and/or are they
excessively jealous? Yes (jealous circled). Wanting to know
where I’ve been, checking on the location of my car.
16. Has (...) ever used weapons or objects to hurt you? No
17. Has the abuser ever threatened to kill you or someone else and
you believed them? No
18. Has (...) ever attempted to strangle/choke/suffocate/drown you?
No
19. Does (...) do or say things of a sexual nature that make you feel
bad or that physically hurt you or someone else? No
20. Is there any other person that has threatened you or that you are
afraid of? No
21. Do you know if (...) has hurt anyone else? [V] used to accuse
him but I’ve been with him for 3 and a half years and I don’t
see how.
22. Has (...) ever mistreated an animal or family pet? No
23. Are there financial issues? No
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24. Has (...) had problems in the past year with drugs, alcohol or
mental health problems leading a normal life? No
25. Has (...) ever threatened or attempted suicide? Yes two times,
most recently Thursday 5 December saying he didn’t need
things where he was going.
26. Has (...) ever breached bail/ injunction agreement for when they
can see you and/or the children? No
27. Do you know if the abuse has ever been in trouble with the police
or has a criminal history? Yes. Domestic Violence box ticked.
28. Other relevant information: I have been with him for 3 and a
half years and I have never felt physically threatened by him.
Last threat of suicide he left all his belongings e.g. wallet
and phone on the sofa and left. He was gone for 5-10 mins
before he returned and then stayed the night on the sofa.
Seemed down next morning, but had a facebook friend
request from his today as I’d deleted him. He’s the only one
who has access. Homesafe are involved.
89.

At 3.45pm, Police Response Officer (A) accessed Mr Wilder’s nominal
record again, but did not access other information recorded on the
record.

90.

Following the appointment at Miss Power’s address, Police Response
Officer (A) telephoned the control room and spoke with CDIB Call
Handler (B), who was based in CDIB. Police Response Officer (A)
requested the matter be recorded as a Non Crime Domestic incident.
She relayed the DASH responses to CDIB Call Handler (B) and stated
the risk classification was standard. CDIB Call Handler (B) subsequently
recorded the information on CIS.

91.

This incident was created as a ‘Non Crime Domestic incident’ on CIS
and given the reference […] CDIB Call Handler (B) recorded:
‘Storm log 361, repeat victim SLDO, statement not taken, non
mandatory crime, no active lines of enquiry, aggrieved does not wish
offender to be spoken with, no offences disclosed, 121A completed,
safe contact details taken, address safe , DASH complete, DVU contact
not requested’. The incident was given a filed status.

92.

At 5.02pm, Police Response Officer (A) accessed the Non Crime
Domestic incident and made the following entry:
‘Intel submitted.121A completed. A/P does not want offender contacted
at this stage, harassment process explained to A/P. Offender is purely
not getting the message at this time that the relationship is over. A/P will
contact us if any further probs’.

93.

Police Officer (A) made the following entry on the STORM incident log
at 5.06pm:

[…] – NCD (Non Crime Domestic incident) for your review, thanks’. The
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incident was also flagged for Police Inspector (A)’s review.
94.

At 5.42pm, Police Response Officer (A) added the following entry to the
Devon and Cornwall Police Crime Information system(CIS)
‘Mr Wilder and Miss Power (nominal records listed) have ended their
relationship as of 111113 Wilder continues to contact power and attend
her home address [….] where she lives with her son (nominal record
listed). If her car is not near her home address he asks why and where
she has been. Whilst in the house on one occasion he put his wallet
and phone on the side stating he didn’t need them where he was going.
She took this as him intimating suicide. He left the address however
returned within 5 – 10 minutes and spent the night on the sofa. No
words of advice issued at this time at power’s request’.

95.

At 6.01pm Police Inspector (A) (whose role was to review the incident)
viewed the Non Crime Domestic incident, but did not access either Miss
Power’s or Mr Wilder’s nominal records on CIS. He recorded ‘Standard
risk and NCD and log reviewed – for closure’.

96.

The STORM incident log was subsequently closed at 6:00pm on 8
December 2013.

97.

On the same day, Police Sergeant (A) (whose role was to review the
DASH form completed by Police Response Officer (A)) endorsed the
DASH information that Police Response Officer (A) had submitted on 7
December 2013, agreeing Miss Power was a ‘standard’ risk. Police
Sergeant (A) did not access Mr Wilder’s or Miss Power’s nominal
records or the Non Crime Domestic incident.

98.

On 10 December 2013 at 10.02am, Domestic Abuse Officer (A) (who
worked as a Risk Assessor in the Public Protection Unit) accessed the
Non Crime Domestic incident and recorded: ‘DAU, DASH, Risk
assessment is standard due to the responses given to DASH and
concerns raised’.

99.

On 10 December 2013 at 10.03am, Domestic Abuse Officer (A)
accessed Miss Power’s nominal record on CIS.

100. On 14 December 2013, at 01.11am, Miss Power made an emergency
call from her mobile phone. Her call was answered by a BT call
handling agent who tried to establish which emergency service she
required. Miss Power did not directly respond to the questions or
instructions provided by the BT call handling agent, who subsequently
transferred her call through to the Metropolitan Police Voice Response
System, also known as ‘Silent Solution’. Miss Power did not follow the
recorded instruction to press the number ‘5’ twice in the event she
required emergency assistance and her call was subsequently
terminated by the BT call handling agent. Devon and Cornwall Police
were not notified of Miss Power’s emergency call. Miss Power was
murdered after she made this emergency call.
101. On 14 December 2013 at 09.48am, Mr Wilder dialled 999 and reported
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that he had strangled his partner who was not breathing. He also
reported there was a ten year old child upstairs in the property,
unharmed. The Police Control Room requested an ambulance at
09.50am. Police arrived at 09.55am and commenced CPR on Miss
Power at 09.57am. At 09.58am the attending officer reported that
paramedics had announced life extinct and that the male at the scene
(Mr Wilder) was in custody. The child present at the address was Miss
Power’s son.

Witness accounts of family and friends
102. The following table details the family members and a friend who provided
witness evidence for the investigation:
Name

Relation to Miss Power

Stephanie Power

Mother

Martin Power

Father

Stephen Power

Brother

Alice Power

Sister in law

Shani Sandel-Dungey

Friend

Stephanie Power
103. Mrs Power stated that from around October 2013, her daughter had been
trying to work out whether she wanted to be with Mr Wilder and she
subsequently made the decision to end the relationship.
104. She stated that she and her husband became aware of the damage to her
daughter’s car by a neighbour. She recalled Miss Power did not want her
father to repair the damage as she thought the same thing might happen
again if she bought new mirrors. Mrs Power stated that at the time she did
not think her daughter believed Mr Wilder was responsible for the damage.
105. Mrs Power described her daughter as someone who did not like to make a
fuss. She said her daughter had told her on Friday 6 December 2013 that
Mr Wilder had arrived at her house drunk and it had been a horrible week.
Mrs Power was aware that Miss Power was having difficulty with Mr Wilder
accepting the relationship was over. She was aware Miss Power had let Mr
Wilder sleep on her sofa when he showed up at her house so not to wake
her son.
106. Mrs Power stated her daughter had told her that on the Thursday (5
December 2013) he turned up and his actions made her think he was
threatening suicide. She had made an appointment with a Community
Police Officer and asked if she would be there with her for the appointment.
Mrs Power recalled the officer arrived just after 2pm on 7 December 2013.
107. Although Mrs Power could not recall exactly what Miss Power told the
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police officer, she believed that she told her about the events of the
previous week and the officer advised her to send Mr Wilder a message
stating there should be no further contact. The officer suggested she could
speak with Mr Wilder but Mrs Power remembered telling her if she were to
do that it would be ‘like a red rag to a bull’. Mrs Power also recalled her
daughter telling the officer she did not think Mr Wilder would hurt her.
108. Mrs Power recalled the officer telling her daughter that if she was worried
she could make a ‘silent call’ using her mobile phone, as the police already
had her mobile number on record. Mrs Power added she believed the
advice about making a silent call gave Miss Power a confidence boost
because she knew if Mr Wilder turned up again, all she had to do was
make a silent call from her mobile phone and the Police would be there
and would arrest him. Mrs Power recalled her daughter was told to ‘dial this
number’, even if she could not talk. She stated that the Police officer did
not say to Miss Power only land line calls could be traced. She added Miss
Power did not have a landline and used her mobile phone all of the time.
109. Mrs Power recalled her daughter being her normal, bright self that day and
she did not believe that her daughter felt afraid of Mr Wilder on that day.
Martin Power
110. Mr Power recalled his neighbour made him aware that his daughter’s car
had been vandalised, after seeing a mention of it on the social networking
site Facebook. He stated that his daughter had not mentioned to him that
she had been in touch with the police about the damage. He recalled his
daughter coming to his house that evening and saying she thought the
damage may be related to the person who lived in the house before her.
111. Mr Power stated he was aware that at some point in the week before his
daughter was murdered, she had gone to the police and he understood
from her that Mr Wilder had been given a harassment warning by the
police. He also recalled that at some point that week his wife, Stephanie,
told him that a police woman had gone to the house and gave his daughter
a bit of confidence. He recalled his wife telling him that if his daughter
telephoned the police by making an emergency call, then they would
respond.
Stephen Power
112. Mr Power explained that the first thing he knew about his sister contacting
the police about Mr Wilder was around 6 or 7 December 2013 when they
were text messaging. Mr Power stated he was aware that his sister’s car
had been vandalised a couple of weeks prior to 10 December 2013. He
stated his mum, dad and wife were all under the assumption that Mr Wilder
had caused the damage, even though it was not proven. He recalled his
sister stating she thought it was Mr Wilder who had vandalised her car. He
recalled she had put something on Facebook but had made very little issue
of it when he saw her on 10 December 2013.
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113. On Tuesday 10 December 2013, Mr Power recalled he attended his
parents’ house for dinner, where he spoke with his sister about Mr Wilder’s
behaviour. He recalled that his wife and mum were also present. He stated
that Miss Power told him she had reported Mr Wilder’s behaviour to the
Police because he had been showing up unannounced at her house. He
recalled she told him that on one of the occasions she had invited him in to
talk as she did not want to make a noise in the neighbourhood or wake her
son up.
114. Mr Power explained that his sister had described to him how Mr Wilder had
come back unannounced on a different occasion when he was drunk and
his actions led Miss Power to believe he would kill himself. Mr Power also
stated that his sister had told him that she did not feel threatened and that
she didn’t think that Mr Wilder would hurt her.
115. Mr Power stated he remembered his sister saying that she had spoken to
Police Officer (A) and she had been given advice about a ‘silent 999 call’.
He recalled they were definitely the words she used and that Mr Wilder had
been told not to go to her home address again, and that if he did, she
should call 999. He recalled his sister stating if she was not able to phone
999 because the situation with Mr Wilder was threatening, or it would have
inflamed the situation, then she should excuse herself, leave the room, go
upstairs and phone 999. His sister explained she was told that if she dialled
999, and left the phone on upstairs, the police would attend her house
without Mr Wilder knowing what was going on. He further recalled his sister
telling him that the police officer had told her that because she had phoned
the police before, they already had her number on record and would be
able to attend her house. He stated that his sister did not mention if the
advice applied to mobiles or landline but he added his sister did not have a
landline. Mr Power stated he believed the information about the silent call
reassured Miss Power.
Alice Power
116. Mrs Power stated she first became aware that Miss Power had been in
contact with the police on Tuesday 10 December 2013 at Stephanie and
Martin Power’s house. She recalled her husband asking his sister a
question to the effect of ‘what is this I hear about harassment?’ She
recalled Miss Power told them the police had been round to her house the
Saturday before and her mum had been present. She stated Mr Wilder was
turning up unannounced at her house and that he was struggling to deal
with their relationship ending. She recalled Miss Power telling them he
was turning up in the middle of the night and she felt like she had to let him
in because her son would have been woken upstairs. Miss Power had
explained she wanted to help Mr Wilder and be amicable as possible.
117. Mrs Power could not recall exactly what Miss Power said about the
damage to her car other than she thought it was Mr Wilder who had done
it. She recalled Miss Power’s description of her conversation with the
police officer the Saturday before: that the officer had told Miss Power she
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had to be very clear with Mr Wilder when telling him not to contact her. Mrs
Power recalled being told by Miss Power that since Saturday 7 December
2013 nothing had happened and she thought things were okay. Mrs Power
recalled Miss Power stating if Mr Wilder did bother her again, she could
make a ‘silent call’ to the Police.
118. Mrs Power stated they were all curious about what a ‘silent call’ was and
Miss Power stated the police officer told her if Mr Wilder turned up at her
house again, she could excuse herself, go upstairs and make a discreet
call to the police. Miss Power went on to explain the officer said she could
put the phone handset down (not terminate the call) and leave the call
running. Alice Power stated she was sure Miss Power had told her the
police had her number logged somewhere and would therefore recognise
her number and know it was her. Miss Power explained to her that the
police officer told her the call would go through to the police and someone
would hear her. Miss Power explained she did not have to be on the
phone, the call could be silent and police would still attend and take Mr
Wilder away.
119. Mrs Power recalled Miss Power was very keen to tell them she was not in
any danger and the police had reassured her by telling her she had the
option to make the 999 call if Mr Wilder turned up again.
Shani Sandel-Dungey
120. Ms Sandel-Dungey recalled Miss Power decided to end her relationship
with Mr Wilder on 11 October 2013. She recalled Mr Wilder stalked Miss
Power and would regularly arrive banging at her door. Ms Sandel-Dungey
stated Miss Power did not report this behaviour to the police and she
believed she thought she could manage the situation herself and that in
any event, the police would not be interested in what was happening, as he
had not harmed her physically. Ms Sandel-Dungey was aware Miss
Power’s car had been damaged and she had reported this to the police.
She was also aware that Miss Power had problems with Mr Wilder coming
around to her house whilst drunk providing his bank card and saying ‘I
won’t need this where I am going’.
121. Ms Sandel-Dungey described how Miss Power explained she had an
appointment with the police on 7 December 2013. She explained Miss
Power had visited her the following day and that they had discussed this
meeting. Miss Power told her the police had told her if Mr Wilder turned up
at the house again, all she would have to do was make a ‘silent call’ to the
police and they would respond, as her number was already registered on
their records as a number from which any calls should be treated as an
emergency. Miss Power said the police officer had told her if she made a
silent call, the police would not respond immediately if they had something
more urgent to deal with, but they would respond as soon as possible. Ms
Sandel-Dungey stated she believed there was an unspoken assumption
that Miss Power was referring to using her mobile to contact the police. Ms
Sandel-Dungey stated she believed the advice from the police officer made
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Miss Power feel a lot safer and she moved back into her house.

Subjects
122. During this investigation, upon analysing the evidence, the Lead
Investigator decided that the investigation into the following police officers
and police staff should be certified as subject to special requirements. An
investigation is subject to special requirements, if in the Lead Investigator’s
opinion, there was an indication that a police officer or police staff member
may have:
(a)

committed a criminal offence, or

(b)

behaved in a manner which would justify the bringing of disciplinary
proceedings

123. Any police officer or police staff member whose conduct is under
investigation is categorised as a subject of the investigation. A notice of
investigation must be served on all subjects, informing them of the
allegations against them. They must also be informed of the severity of the
allegations. In other words whether if proven they would amount to
misconduct or gross misconduct.
124. The following people were categorised as subjects of this investigation:
Name

Role

Notice
served

Interviewed/written
response

PCSO (A)

Police Community
Support Officer

9 April
2014

Interviewed on 22 May
2014

FEC Call Handler (A)

Control Room Call
Handler

9 April
2014

Interviewed on 13
August 2014

CDIB Call Handler (A)

Control Room Call
Handler

2 May
2014

Interviewed on 11 June
2014

Police Officer (A)

Control Room Police
Constable

2 May
2014

Interviewed on 12 June
2014

Police Response Officer (A)

Police Constable

9 April
2014

Interviewed on 05 June
2014

CDIB Call Handler (B)

Control Room Call
Handler

12 May
2014

Interviewed on 09 June
2014

Police Sergeant (A)

Response Police
Sergeant

9 May
2014

Interviewed on 01 July
2014

Police Inspector (A)

Critical Incident
Manager

9 April
2014

Interviewed on 03 June
2014

Domestic Abuse Officer (A)

Domestic Abuse Risk
Assessor

2 July
2014

Interviewed on 17 July
2014

Detective Superintendent
Northcott

The Head of Public
Protection

14
January
2015

Written responses
provided on 18
February 2015 and 12
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April 2015

125. Misconduct is defined as a breach of the standards of professional
behaviour. Gross misconduct is a breach of the standards of professional
behaviour so serious that, if proven, dismissal would be justified. The
conduct of each individual subject to this investigation was assessed at
misconduct level. Some of the subjects of this investigation are police staff.
Police staff in Devon and Cornwall Police adopt the same standards of
professional behaviour as police officers. For each person under
investigation, it must be determined whether there is a case to answer for
misconduct. In other words, whether there is sufficient evidence upon
which a reasonable tribunal properly directed, could find, on the balance of
probabilities that the conduct of the person under investigation fell below
the standard of behaviour expected of them.
PCSO (A)
126. PCSO (A) had worked as a PCSO for about 6 years. PCSO (A) attended
Miss Power’s address on 3 December 2013, following her report of criminal
damage to her vehicle on 28 November 2013. PCSO (A)’s notice of
investigation alleged failings in relation to notifying supervisors and
updating force systems with the information provided to her by Miss Power.
The notice further alleged she had failed to share relevant information
when she made a referral to Homesafe, and that her enquiries using force
systems were insufficient.
FEC Call Handler (A)
127. FEC Call Handler (A) had worked for Devon and Cornwall Police for 7
years. He started as a CDIB call handler but had just completed his training
as an FEC call handler at the time he spoke with Miss Power. FEC Call
Handler (A) handled Miss Power’s call to Devon and Cornwall Police on 6
December 2013 when she reported that Mr Wilder was stalking her. His
notice of investigation alleged failings in relation to the grading of the call
and the failure to record all relevant information on the STORM incident
log. Further allegations related to a failure to record on the STORM
incident log that Miss Power believed the stalking may have been related
to criminal damage she had reported prior and a failure to record or cross
reference the criminal damage crime reference.
CDIB Call Handler (A)
128. CDIB Call Handler (A) started working as a CDIB call handler for Devon
and Cornwall Police in January 2013. He dealt with Miss Power’s return
telephone call to Devon and Cornwall Police Control Room on 6 December
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2013. His notice of investigation alleged failings to follow instruction written
on the STORM incident log by the Control Room Sergeant. It was further
alleged that he failed to take details from Miss Power regarding any
immediate risk that was present to her that evening, even though she
raised concerns that she was not at ease with police coming to her door in
the evening. It was alleged he failed to check police systems to identify if
there was a history of domestic abuse, in order to assess the risk and
vulnerability of Miss Power. It was also alleged he changed the priority of
the call yet failed to update the STORM incident log with any rationale for
his actions and failed to consult with a supervisor.
Police Officer (A)
129. Police Officer (A) had 29 years service in Devon and Cornwall Police and
had been working in DRCT since it had been set up two years earlier.
Police Officer (A) endorsed Call Handler CDIB Call Handler (A)’s decision
to make an appointment with Miss Power on 7 December 2013, despite the
Sergeant’s instruction to resource the call on the 6 December 2013. It was
also alleged she processed the incident as a Non Crime Domestic incident
despite an initial indication that a crime had been made out. Her notice of
investigation alleged failings in relation to reviewing Call Handler CDIB Call
Handler (A)’s decision to change the priority of the incident and challenging
the decision to record the matter as a Non Crime Domestic incident.
Police Response Officer (A)
130. Police Response Officer (A) joined Devon and Cornwall Police as a
response officer in July 2010. Police Response Officer (A) was the
response officer who attended an appointment at Miss Power’s address on
7 December 2013 following Miss Power’s report of stalking on 6 December
2013. Her notice set out alleged failings in relation to the failure to properly
examine force systems, the categorisation of the DASH risk assessment,
safeguarding of Miss Power and a failure to liaise with a DASH trained
supervisor. It also set out alleged failings in relation to her decision to
record the matter as a Non Crime Domestic incident. Finally, it was alleged
she provided inaccurate advice regarding the police 999 system to Miss
Power.
CDIB Call Handler (B)
131. CDIB Call Handler (B) had worked for Devon and Cornwall Police for 5
years as a call handler within CDIB. CDIB Call Handler (B) dealt with
Police Response Officer (A)’s call to the control room following her
appointment with Miss Power on 7 December 2013. She recorded the
DASH risk assessment and a Non Crime Domestic incident on police
computer systems at the request of Police Response Officer (A). Her
notice alleged failures to obtain sufficient information before agreeing to
record the incident as a Non Crime Domestic incident. It was also alleged
she failed to challenge the decision to record the matter as a Non Crime
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Domestic incident or the DASH risk assessment grading as set out as
required in statements from supervisors.
Police Sergeant (A)
132. Police Sergeant (A) had been a response sergeant in Devon and Cornwall
Police for approximately two and half years. Part of his role involved the
review of DASH risk assessments submitted by response officers. Police
Sergeant (A) endorsed the DASH risk assessment Police Response Officer
(A) completed in respect of Miss Power on 7 December 2013, thereby
agreeing a risk assessment grading of ‘standard’ was appropriate. Police
Sergeant (A)’s Regulation 16 notice alleged failures to challenge or amend
the DASH risk assessment grading and a failure to review force computer
systems to assess the risk Miss Power.
Police Inspector (A)
133. Police Inspector (A) had initially trained as a response officer in 1984. He
rejoined Devon and Cornwall Police in 2003 and had since become a
Temporary Inspector. He was the Critical Incident Manager who authorised
the closure of Miss Power’s report of stalking as a Non Crime Domestic
incident on 7 December 2013. His Regulation 16 notice set out alleged
failings in challenging the DASH risk assessment grading allocated to Miss
Power, reviewing the subject’s history and challenging the decision to
record the matter as a Non Crime Domestic incident.
Domestic Abuse Officer (A)
134. Domestic Abuse Officer (A) worked as a Risk Assessor within the
Domestic Violence Unit in Devon and Cornwall Police. She reviewed the
Non Crime Domestic incident submitted by Police Response Officer (A).
Her Regulation 16 notice alleged a failure to challenge and amend the
DASH risk assessment grading and robustly review police computer
systems.
Detective Superintendent Northcott
135. Detective Superintendent Northcott was the Head of Public Protection at
the time Miss Power was murdered. His notice of investigation alleged
failings in relation to an inaccurate FOI response that was published in
2012 that he allegedly failed to amend. The Head of Public Protection also
assisted in identifying the reasons for the delay in the implementation of
the ACPO Stalking Risk Screening Tool and associated training.

Subject accounts
PCSO (A)
136. PCSO (A) dealt with Miss Power’s report of criminal damage. She provided
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two accounts relating to her interaction with Miss Power on 3 December
2013. She gave her first account to the police murder investigation team
when she was subject to a recorded significant witness interview. A
statement was subsequently drafted from that interview. She was later
interviewed by the IPCC on 22 May 2014. It is important to note that PCSO
(A)’s accounts differ significantly in that her account to the police murder
investigation team suggests she was concerned, identified Mr Wilder was
most likely to be responsible for the criminal damage Miss Power had
reported and identified Miss Power was at risk from further incidents. Her
IPCC account contradicts this.
Statement to the police murder investigation team
137. The statement drafted from her significant witness interview with the Police
Murder Investigation Team detailed the following information:
PCSO (A) stated that on 3 December 2013 she was allocated a
reassurance visit to Miss Power’s address as she had suffered criminal
damage to her vehicle. She stated she was aware of antisocial behaviour
incidents on the estate in which she lived and other minor damage to a
vehicle in [the locality] and wondered whether the two were related.
138. PCSO (A) stated she attended the address later that evening and met Miss
Power who appeared an intelligent, friendly lady who seemed nervous and
her face seemed worried and anxious when they spoke.
139. PCSO (A) stated Miss Power explained to her the wiper had been ripped
off her vehicle. She stated she reassured her that there were a few youths
around causing damage and it was possible it might have been them. She
stated she knew the estate where Miss Power lived was always generally
very safe without problems. PCSO (A) recalled she asked Miss Power if
there would be anybody who might have caused the damage.
140. PCSO (A) stated Miss Power mentioned her car had been damaged a few
weeks previously, but she had not called the police. She told PCSO (A)
she was starting to feel victimised. PCSO (A) recalled she asked Miss
Power why that might be and she mentioned her ex partner at that point.
141. She recalled Miss Power explained that they had recently split and she
wondered if he might have damaged her vehicle. When PCSO (A) asked
her why she thought that, Miss Power said she was not sure if he had done
it, but that he had made a comment which made her think he was possibly
responsible. Miss Power told PCSO (A) he had said words to the effect of
‘you are not going to be able to keep your car safe are you because
anyone could come and do anything to your car at any time. Anyone can
do that.’ PCSO (A) stated she considered it was a subtle suggestion, but it
made Miss Power think he may have done it.
142. PCSO (A) stated Miss Power went on to mention odd things that had been
happening. She said there had a couple of deliveries of things she had not
ordered and a couple of taxis had been called to the address that she had
not organised. She recalled Miss Power also mentioned something had
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been moved in her front garden. She recalled Miss Power told her the
things were not of any significance, but she felt like someone had been
around and was letting her know they had been there. PCSO (A) stated it
made Miss Power feel uneasy and she said ‘I don’t want to make a fuss, I
feel a bit stupid, but I am worried’. She felt worried and anxious that it could
have been her ex partner.
143. PCSO (A) stated Miss Power described her relationship with her ex
partner. She recalled her telling her he would get angry over trivial things
and that she was always placating him. They did not do anything or go
anywhere and he would make personal remarks about her appearance.
Miss Power told her sometimes she was a little bit scared and unsure of
what he would do. She described how he had been coming to the address
on other occasions recently, describing an incident which had occurred two
nights before her visit when he had turned up at the property banging on
the door demanding to come in late at night. Miss Power told her she had
tried to ask him to leave as she was worried he might wake her son
upstairs, so she just let him in to keep him quiet. The purpose of his visit
was to establish if Miss Power had changed her mind about ending the
relationship. PCSO (A) recalled Miss Power told her that she was not
strong enough to end the relationship, he kept pestering her and would not
let go.
144. PCSO (A) recalled Miss Power told her he was pushy when he did visit the
house. PCSO (A) also believed that Miss Power had blocked him on
Facebook, but he then contacted her by email.
145. PCSO (A) stated Miss Power did not talk of any episodes of violence, it
was more of an emotional type of mind control that Miss Power was
concerned about. PCSO (A) stated due to what Miss Power had told her
she felt uneasy about her situation. She stated she provided Miss Power
with her contact details and told her to dial 999 if he attended her address
again. PCSO (A) told her they would do some routine patrols to make her
feel safer.
146. PCSO (A) stated she told Miss Power she needed to be very, very clear
about what was acceptable to her and what was not. She stated that letting
him in was giving him the message it was okay. She told Miss Power if he
turned up again she should dial 999 and not answer the door, but Miss
Power struggled a bit with that. She recalled they discussed Miss Power
not answering the phone or changing her number but Miss Power said Mr
Wilder would not listen when she asked him to stop what he was doing.
147. PCSO (A) stated they discussed the security of her property and Miss
Power agreed for her to make a Homesafe referral. PCSO (A) stated the
team would visit the address and ensure the property was as secure as
they could make it. She also advised Miss Power to make a record of
things as they occurred. She also provided a ‘you matter we care leaflet’.
This is a reassurance leaflet given to victims of crime which contains useful
contact numbers.
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148. PCSO (A) went on to say that when she returned to the police station she
tried to check Miss Power’s ex partner’s details on the force computer
systems, but because she did not have his date of birth she could not be
sure who he was. She explained she made the Homesafe referral. She had
planned to go back to Miss Power’s address that weekend and recalled
she received an email from the Communications Centre on 11 December
2013 requesting she make contact with Miss Power. PCSO (A) stated she
was concerned when she saw that request that she tried to ring Miss
Power and attended her address. PCSO (A) remembered writing her
details on a compliment slip to leave there and that she went back the day
before Miss Power’s murder, but the house was in darkness. She stated
she had planned to do another visit that evening, but had been caught up
with other jobs.
149. PCSO (A) stated she felt uneasy and concerned about Miss Power’s
situation.
PCSO (A)’s interview with the police murder investigation team
150. The following additional information was obtained from the recording of
PCSO (A)’s interview with the Police Murder Investigation Team:
PCSO (A) stated she had told Miss Power that if she felt her ex partner
was responsible for the damage, there was a good chance he did it,
although she did also state the MO was the type of thing a youth would do.
She also suggested Miss Power should change the location of her car so it
was not so easy for him to find. She noted that there had been other
vehicles damaged on the estate, but there was no other vehicle damaged
that near to her address. She stated when Miss Power told her about the
comment Mr Wilder had made about keeping her car safe it worried her
because it was a subtle suggestion that something could happen and she
recognised it.
151. PCSO (A) stated when she walked away from the address she felt uneasy
that what was going on was not good. She added she felt Miss Power was
in a risky situation because of what had gone on in the relationship; she
was not able to cope and he was doing things he shouldn’t. She stated it
had enough of an effect on her that she knew if she had a phone call from
Miss Power or not, she would go back as there was a little bit of her that
was bothered that something was going to come up. She also specifically
stated she encouraged Miss Power to contact the police if anything else
happened, but Miss Power was saying that maybe she was imagining it.
152. During the signing of her statement, PCSO (A) stated with the benefit of
hindsight, she wished she had been more thorough and tried to find out
who Miss Power’s ex partner was.
PCSO (A)’s interview with the IPCC
153. PCSO (A) stated her role was to develop and foster relationships with
members of the public and community leaders. She stated she would also
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complete low level crime enquiries including things such as house to
house, reassurance visits and security advice on properties. She stated her
role had a community based emphasis, rather than a crime based
emphasis.
154. PCSO (A) stated she was allocated to attend a reassurance visit at Miss
Power’s address; she explained she did not have any information about
Miss Power prior to this visit. She stated she would have read what was
recorded on the crime reference log prior to carrying out her visit. PCSO
(A) stated that it was not uncommon to have vehicle damage on the estate
where Miss Power lived and she believed she was attending to conduct a
standard procedure reassurance visit.
155. PCSO (A) explained that upon arrival at Miss Power’s home, she explained
to her what had happened. She described Miss Power as an intelligent
lady who was a bit worried about her car. PCSO (A) stated she told Miss
Power that it was not unusual for vehicles to be damaged on that estate
explaining there had been damage to a Landrover the week before on the
other side of the estate and she explained she told Miss Power it could be
the same people responsible. She explained that she had some
recollection of a wiper being found in [the locality] and this implied to her
that a child may have done it. She stated she explained to Miss Power the
side of the estate where she lived was generally quite safe. She recalled
asking Miss Power if there would there be any reason she was concerned
about her car. She stated it was at that point that Miss Power stated she
had recently split with her partner and was feeling a bit anxious, nervous
and not sure of herself.
156. PCSO (A) believed she asked Miss Power why she thought her ex partner
may be responsible and she replied she did not even know if it was him or
whether it was all in her mind. She stated Miss Power was not sure if she
was even remotely justified in thinking he was responsible for the damage
and she just wanted time to get her own mind together.
157. PCSO (A) stated that due to the other things that had been happening on
the estate and Miss Power’s uncertainty a to whether her ex partner was
responsible, she was satisfied that there was a good chance the damage
had been caused by the children on the estate.
158. PCSO (A) went on to say she felt Miss Power doubted herself and because
of her uncertainty regarding whether the events she was describing were
real, she was not concerned about Mr Wilder.
159. When asked about the disclosures Miss Power made which PCSO (A) had
referred to in her police statement, she stated at the time of her interview
with the police murder investigation team she was very distressed at the
fact she had been involved with a lady who had been murdered in such a
short space of time. She explained she was in a state of shock and the
police statement almost made it sound worse than it actually was at the
time. She stated Miss Power’s ex partner may have come to the address
once or twice, but her police statement reads as if it was a whole lot more.
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She stated that from her conversation with Miss Power, she did not take
away from it that Mr Wilder was on her doorstep constantly.
160. PCSO (A) stated she did not consider, in her experience, that Miss Power’s
uncertain suspicion that her ex partner may be responsible for the damage
to her car was sufficient to record him as a suspect in respect of the crime.
She suggested she would have needed some kind of evidence to prove he
was a viable line of enquiry, and did not feel there was any. She explained
she considered there were very scant lines of enquiry which she believed
would not have gone anywhere. She used the example that Miss Power
had suggested her ex partner could have been responsible but said that
this on its own was not reasonable suspicion enough to arrest Mr Wilder or
take the matter further.
161. PCSO (A) stated that the comment Miss Power’s ex partner had made to
her about not being able to keep her car safe did not raise any suspicion
with her.
162. PCSO (A) was asked about the other incidents that Miss Power had
reported to her such as taxis turning up at the address that had not been
organised. PCSO (A) stated she had not obtained any further information
about the taxi company or furthered enquiries in relation to that as her role
was a reassurance role, not an investigative one and she would not have
been approaching it from a police constable’s perspective. Regardless of
this, she stated she did not feel there was anything to investigate and she
did not feel it appropriate to pass the information on to an investigation
team. She stated that she could, in her role, carry out house to house
enquiries but she did not do this on this occasion as she did not think it was
appropriate due to the location of the car; it was not overlooked by any
houses.
163. PCSO (A) stated that after her discussion with Miss Power she did not
suspect Mr Wilder was responsible for the damage to her vehicle and did
not identify that there were potentially further offences that had been
committed, or that were in the process of being committed by Mr Wilder.
164. When questioned about the various things Miss Power had reported to her
such as something being moved in her garden, unordered taxis and pizzas
being delivered to her address, PCSO (A) stated that the number of
occasions that they had happened were not significant. She stated she did
not consider it to be an unusual thing for people to receive a prank pizza
delivery on that estate as those sorts of pranks do occur.
165. When questioned as to whether everything that Miss Power reported as
having happened did not build up a picture for her, PCSO (A) explained
that she did not believe Miss Power was at any risk from Mr Wilder and she
was more concerned with her doubting her own mind.
Research conducted on police computer systems
166. PCSO (A) stated she did not do any checks on Miss Power when she
returned to the station and that her plan was to revisit Miss Power when
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she was next on duty to see how she was. She stated she had planned on
conducting a check on Miss Power’s ex partner but did not have his date of
birth, so was unable to do so. She stated the motivation for this was a
matter of routine procedure and not for any particular reason.
The Homesafe referral
167. PCSO (A) explained she utilised the Homesafe referral to provide some
reassurance to Miss Power, not because she was worried about her safety.
She stated she was unaware of the necessity of flagging vulnerable
people. She stated that the Homesafe referral, along with guidance on
dialling 999 made her feel Miss Power was suitably safeguarded.
The recording of information on police computer systems
168. PCSO (A) stated she did not record any of the information provided to her
by Miss Power on force systems as she did not feel at the time that it was
significant or necessary. She did not record the information in her PNB or
feel it necessary to update her supervisor on the matter, but later in the
interview stated she did not think a supervisor would have been around in
any event.
169. PCSO (A) explained that she had received scant training on intelligence,
saying that some people graded it, some people did not, and it was all a
muddle to her. PCSO (A) stated the training was focused on the procedure
of using the intelligence system, as opposed to what intelligence is
considered to be.
170. PCSO (A) acknowledged that there was a facility to put information on a
crime record, but stated that the information is usually related to the crime
and they are not encouraged to write a ‘whole load’ of information. She
stated she would not usually record her discussion with people but that
actions of a factual nature such as house to house enquiries complete,
words of advice/leaflets given would be recorded.
171. PCSO (A) stated in hindsight, she wished she had recorded the information
on force systems. She added that maybe her lack of experience, training
and knowledge resulted in her making a wrong judgement at that time, but
she stated what had been reported to her by Miss Power was something
that she personally had not dealt with before, adding that she did not
believe that she had been negligent in the way that she had dealt with Miss
Power, but that it was due to lack of experience and knowledge.
Email received from the Communication Centre (COMMS)
172. PCSO (A) recalled receiving an email on her return to work on 11
December 2013 asking her to contact Miss Power. She stated she had
built a relationship with Miss Power and felt encouraged that Miss Power
wanted to speak to her again. She stated she was not concerned. Later in
the IPCC interview, PCSO (A) stated she may have been concerned on
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receiving the email that something else had occurred, but clarified she was
not concerned enough to make her want to do anything at that time.
Domestic Abuse stalking and harassment training
173. With regard to domestic abuse stalking and harassment training, PCSO (A)
recalled having an input of domestic abuse training as part of other training
about three years previously. She could not recall the specifics of the
training due to the length of time elapsed and stated she did not have
experience in dealing with domestic incidents because PCSOs do not
usually deal with them. She clarified she is not DASH trained. PCSO (A)
stated she would not have known the routes and avenues she would need
to go down to raise a concern in the event she identified domestic abuse
concerns when attending an incident.
174. PCSO (A) stated she had not received any stalking and harassment
training and explained she would not know what would constitute a
harassment offence, or how to put a harassment order in place.
175. PCSO (A) added that she was focused on Miss Power and trying to
support her in her dealings with her and not the external parameters.
PCSO (A) stated at no time in her dealings with Miss Power did she say
she was scared or intimidated. She explained she did not make any
allegation of violence. She stated if she had such concerns she would have
returned to the station and spoken to someone about it.

FEC Call Handler (A)
176. FEC Call Handler (A) dealt with Miss Power’s phone call to police on 6
December 2013 when she reported she was being stalked. FEC Call
Handler (A) was interviewed by the IPCC on 13 August 2014.
177. At the time of this incident, FEC Call Handler (A) had recently become an
FEC call handler, having been a CDIB call handler for almost 7 years prior.
He completed his training in November 2013 and stated he was not 100%
clear between ‘routine’ and ‘vulnerable’ gradings specifically that the
‘vulnerable’ grading meant that someone would go to the call quicker.
Information recorded on the STORM incident log
178. FEC Call Handler (A) recalled thinking when he dealt with Miss Power’s
call on the 6 December 2013 that the incident she reported may be serious
because of the stalking that was being described, and from his knowledge
of DASH forms, he could see a pattern building up. He felt the situation
needed to be assessed. He recalled Miss Power mentioning criminal
damage, but stated at the time he did not feel it was relevant to add to the
STORM incident log, as he thought that it was something that the attending
officers would pick up on in their enquiries. He stated he did not realise he
was required to cross reference the criminal damage to the STORM
incident log.
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179. FEC Call Handler (A) went on to say that he wanted to make sure he
covered the bare minimum so it could be looked at further. Therefore, he
did not record all of the information given by Miss Power as he thought it
would be covered by the DASH. He also stated he believed the log would
be looked at again by Communications Centre Staff, who sometimes add
any risk. He stated he was aware from experience of dealing with
domestic crime reports that the situation can get serious and he was trying
to make Miss Power feel that she should report it and she was doing the
right thing.
180. FEC Call Handler (A) stated that on reflection, he could have made some
additional suggestions to Miss Power, such as suggested she should stay
with someone else or ask for someone to stay with her.
The grading of the call
181. FEC Call Handler (A) stated that he believed the ‘vulnerable’ grading was a
lower priority with a slower response time than routine. He explained the
gradings of immediate, prompt, routine, vulnerable and appointment
appeared on his computer screen in a drop down menu. He stated that the
‘routine’ grading was situated above the ‘vulnerable’ grading in this drop
down menu, and he could only assume he had selected ‘routine’, as he
had presumed it would be given a higher priority than vulnerable because
of its position above it.
182. FEC Call Handler (A) explained that he was aware of the set of stalking
questions, but said that these were a recent addition, and that they were
not in place when he took the call from Miss Power. He confirmed that he
had received harassment and stalking training in a classroom based
PowerPoint presentation in 2014. He stated he was offered a mentor to
assist him in his new role, but due to limited staff numbers he felt
comfortable asking colleagues for assistance in the event he required it.
He concluded his interview stating that that he felt he gave enough
attention to the call and felt he had done the best he could for Miss Power
at the time. He accepted that he had missed information from the STORM
incident log and believed there were training issues.

CDIB Call Handler (A)
183. CDIB Call Handler (A) dealt with Miss Power’s return phone call to Devon
and Cornwall Police on 6 December 2013. He was interviewed on 11 June
2014. He stated since January 2013, he had been working as a call
handler based in CDIB. He described how non emergency calls would
initially be received by the force’s switchboard, who would then decide
which department/skill set to pass the call onto.
184. CDIB Call Handler (A) stated he had not received any training on how to
deal with non emergency domestic violence calls from members of the
public or the grading of domestic violence calls prior to his dealings with
Miss Power. He went on to explain that whilst he had received domestic
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violence training, this was focused on recording domestic violence crimes
reported from members of the public.
185. CDIB Call Handler (A) stated call handling was not his primary role, but in
the event he was required to deal with a call, he would make an
assessment of the grading based on his questioning of the member of the
public. He stated he was aware of the call handling policy. He stated he
was also aware of the difference between a ‘routine’ grading and a ‘routine
vulnerable’ grading as he had received training on it. He stated he
understood ‘vulnerable’ to mean someone who had a disability or whom
the call handler believed to be vulnerable at the time of the call.
Decision to make an appointment
186. When asked to explain his actions in making an appointment for police to
see Miss Power on 7 December 2013, CDIB Call Handler (A) confirmed he
did not have authority to overrule the sergeant. When asked why he
ignored the sergeant’s comments that the incident needed resourcing that
night, he stated that he read the log in context that the sergeant was
concerned that the PCSO whom Miss Power had requested was not
available, and there may have been safeguarding issues or potential
problems waiting until the PCSO returned to duty. He stated he did not
believe anything showed imminent danger or harm and Miss Power was
out for the day at the time of the call. He stated the sergeant could have
changed the priority of the call to ‘prompt’ if he wanted to ensure
resourcing. He went on to say the DRCT Appointments Officer should have
checked his decision to ensure an appointment was appropriate. He
stated that if he makes a wrong decision, he is reliant on his supervisor to
check the grading is correct.
187. CDIB Call Handler (A) stated that once he had made the decision to make
an appointment for Miss Power, he requested advice regarding how to
enter an appointment on the system, as it was not something he would
usually deal with. He stated he did not ask for advice regarding his actual
decision to make an appointment because he had listened to Miss Power’s
rationale and felt she did not want police to attend that night. He described
Miss Power as sounding relaxed and comfortable during the call. He
described how he believed the risk was lowered because she was with
other people and was laughing at the time he spoke with her. He stated
that she did not say anything about being vulnerable or anything that rang
any warning bells. He stated he made an appointment because she asked
for one and the text message that had previously been sent to her by the
control room had asked her to call in to arrange a time for police to attend
to her, it went on to specify ‘possibly tonight. He confirmed he did not carry
out any further checks on Mr Wilder and only used the STORM incident log
as a reference to evaluate risk.
188. When asked why he did not suggest to Miss Power that the police could
call her when they were outside with their identification, he stated he was
not used to dealing with these types of calls or options. When asked why
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he did not put any rationale on the STORM incident log as to why he
considered an appointment was appropriate, he stated he was not aware
of the necessity to do so.
189. CDIB Call Handler (A) stated he was not trained to deal with the situation
he encountered that day, adding he felt uncomfortable at that time as he
was unsure how to deal with the call. He believed that all CDIB staff should
receive training in call handling, adding he believed this may have since
been introduced as a requirement as part of improvements in the
department.

Police Officer (A)
190. Police Officer (A) had 2 years experience working in DRCT at the time she
had dealings with Miss Power’s report of stalking. She was interviewed on
12 June 2014. Police Officer (A) explained that part of her role involved
ensuring STORM incident logs are compliant with the National Crime
Recording Standards. On the day she dealt with the STORM incident log
relating to Miss Power’s report of stalking, Police Officer (A) was also
acting as ‘Appointments Officer’, which involved considering whether
appointments made by other members of staff were appropriate. She
added she would consider the information contained within the STORM
incident log and the victim’s wishes to assist her.
Decision to endorse the appointment with Miss Power
191. Police Officer (A) was challenged on her decision on 6 December 2013 to
endorse the appointment CDIB Call Handler (A) had arranged for 7
December 2013 given Miss Power’s call to report she was being stalked
had initially been graded as ‘routine’ and the sergeant had also instructed
that it required resourcing that evening. Police Officer (A) accepted that
she was not in a position to overrule the Sergeant and agreed it may have
been appropriate to have spoken with him before agreeing an appointment
for the following day was suitable. Police Officer (A) added she felt the
STORM incident log had moved on since the Sergeant had made his
comments due to the STORM log displaying a text message had been sent
by a Radio Operator to Miss Power requesting she make contact so an
appointment could be arranged with an officer ‘possibly tonight’. She
interpreted this as meaning it was not vital.
192. She stated she had not questioned CDIB Call Handler (A)’s rationale for
his actions despite no justification being recorded on the STORM incident
log as the appointment had already been made. She added she thought
Miss Power had been happy to wait to see the PCSO (A) and there was no
immediate risk. She added that unless it was glaringly obvious that an
appointment was not appropriate, she would not challenge a decision and
stated if she had the same log with the same details again she would not
do anything different.
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Decision to agree the incident reported was a non crime domestic
193. Police Officer (A) agreed it was her responsibility to ensure crimes were
recorded within the time limit and to query the no crime logs, if the initial
information recorded on the STORM incident log indicated a crime may
have been committed. She expanded that if there was a clear difference
between the information initially reported in the STORM incident log and
the decision on the crime report she would query discrepancies between
the two.
194. Police Officer (A) stated she was unclear on how she made the decision a
Non Crime Domestic incident was appropriate in Miss Power’s
circumstances. She could not recall if she recognised a discrepancy
between what was initially recorded on the STORM incident log and Police
Response Officer (A)’s submission of Non Crime Domestic incident. Police
Officer (A) suggested her decision could have been because Miss Power
did not want Mr Wilder spoken to and the DASH was a standard risk and
indicated Miss Power did not want contact with the Domestic Violence Unit.
195. Police Officer (A) stated she would not check the history of parties when
reviewing a STORM incident log as she would assume it had already been
done. She stated she does not routinely review DASH risk assessments
attached to Non Crime Domestic incidents to confirm if a crime is described
within them.
196. Police Officer (A) stated she had not been provided with any training
around stalking offences and was unable to describe what she thought
stalking was. Police Officer (A) stated there was no direct training about
harassment and she had learnt points to prove for different offences whilst
performing the role. Police Officer (A) stated she had been in the service
for 29 years and did not recall receiving any training or training days on
harassment, but had some awareness on the subject due to viewing
harassment reports in the past and had been in an NCRS compliance role
for the previous 12 years.

Police Response Officer (A)
197. Police Response Officer (A) was the response officer who attended the
prearranged appointment with Miss Power on 7 December 2013. Police
Response Officer (A) provided the IPCC with a written response and was
subsequently interviewed by the IPCC on 5 June 2014 to explore the
information contained within her written response.
198. Police Response Officer (A) stated she read the STORM incident log prior
to attending Miss Power’s address on 7 December 2013 and did not think
Miss Power was vulnerable, as the ‘Vulnerable’ box was not ticked in the
STORM incident log and this indicated to her that the victim was not at risk.
She stated that she had checked Mr Wilder’s CIS nominal record prior to
attending the address as there was information held on him on the system.
She stated she accessed the most recent incident recorded. She
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established it had been with [V] and had occurred [date] years prior, she
stated she felt she had established enough information prior to her
attendance.
199. Police Response Officer (A) stated she attended Miss Power’s address on
7 December 2013 where Miss Power had informed her that she had asked
for a break in her relationship with Mr Wilder and he had moved out of her
property willingly. She explained Miss Power told her since that time she
was aware he had been in the area of her address when she was not at
home and would contact her asking where she had been. She told her he
had also been attending the address and she had allowed him into the
property and that they had spent time discussing the relationship. She
explained she had allowed Mr Wilder to sleep on the sofa overnight
previously, but had since come to the conclusion she wanted the
relationship to end.
Police Response Officer (A)’s awareness of the criminal damage incident
200. Police Response Officer (A) stated she was not aware that Miss Power had
been previously visited by PCSO (A) and she said although she was aware
of the criminal damage report, she did not believe at the time that it was
linked to the reason why she was visiting Miss Power as this was not in the
context of the STORM incident log. She stated that Miss Power did not
talk about suspecting anyone in particular of being responsible for the
criminal damage and she was aware with problems with youths on the
policing patch where Miss Power lived.
Information reported to Police Response Officer (A)
201. Police Response Officer (A) explained that Miss Power described Mr
Wilder calling her, despite her telling him the relationship was over. She
recalled she said he had been turning up at her house and she had
allowed him to stay overnight. Police Response Officer (A) stated Miss
Power did not appear frightened at this or unhappy and had not made any
calls to the police to say she did not want him in the property. Police
Response Officer (A) explained that Mr Wilder’s actions did not concern
her and there was nothing to indicate Miss Power was frightened on any
scale, let alone very frightened
202. Police Response Officer (A) was asked if she questioned the discrepancy
between the information recorded on the STORM incident log (which
detailed Miss Power reporting she was being stalked) and Miss Power’s
presentation to her on her attendance. She stated she could not tell from
the STORM incident log who had used the term ‘stalking’ in the initial call,
and that it could have been the Call Handler who had listened to Miss
Power and interpreted it. She stated that when she attends incidents, she
goes with the view to listen to what the person wants to tell her. She added
that what a member of the public may class as stalking in their eyes may
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not be stalking as in the legal definition. Police Response Officer (A) also
said she had not received training and stated she took on board the non
verbal communication she got from Miss Power.
203. Police Response Officer (A) stated she completed a DASH form with Miss
Power. She added that at no time did Miss Power present herself as at
risk. She explained she formed this opinion based on Miss Power’s
responses to the DASH and the impression that she was giving to her that
she was a good judge of his character and felt able to resolve the matter
without external intervention. She explained that Miss Power showed no
sign of distress or anxiety during their meeting and did not report to her that
she felt like she had been a victim of crime. She explained that following
the completion of the DASH she made a 121A referral (referral to social
services) and offered Miss Power the services of Victim Support which she
declined. She stated she also provided her with a ‘you matter we care’
leaflet, basic home security advice and useful contacts list for independent
support services.
204. Police Response Officer (A) stated on her return to the police station that
day she conducted research into Mr Wilder’s nominal record which
involved viewing information linked to him. She recalled viewing an entry
on the system from [date] and explained the comments in the free text box
assisted her in her grading. She stated she categorised the DASH as
standard and requested a Non Crime Domestic incident be created on
force systems. She explained that following this she updated the Non
Crime Domestic Record with the outcome and recorded an intelligence
entry. Police Response Officer (A) added the specific stalking indicator
questions were not in use at the time of her dealings with Miss Power, but
have since been introduced, although no additional training had been
provided.
Decision to record a Non Crime Domestic incident
205. Police Response Officer (A) stated she did not recall receiving training on
the National Crime Recording Standard (NCRS), but explained her
understanding was that if there is evidence a crime has been committed,
even if the person does not want to make a complaint, a crime should be
recorded. Police Response Officer (A) stated if a victim considered
themselves to be afraid, alarmed or distressed, the actions of police would
depend on the severity of what was going on. She stated words to the
effect that if the conduct described was more severe, the police would take
positive action and arrest, where if it was a first report and there was no
evidence to support what was going on, words of advice would be issued.
She stated this would escalate to the letter (a PIN) and then if the terms of
the PIN were broken, the subject would be arrested. (Police Response
Officer (A) was mistaken in her understanding that the PIN contains terms
which can be breached).
206. She stated that in order for a stalking offence to be made out, a victim must
be afraid, alarmed or distressed, but this was not reported to her and did
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not come across in her dealings with Miss Power. She stated she was not
concerned about Mr Wilder texting Miss Power or turning up at the address
unannounced. She added that Miss Power explicitly said she was not
afraid of Mr Wilder and in their three and a half year relationship, she had
never felt physically threatened by him. Police Response Officer (A) was
challenged as to why Miss Power had rung the police if she were not
afraid, alarmed or distressed. She responded that lots of people ring the
police and ask for advice to see what support the police can offer them.
She clarified that in her eyes, a phone call to the police does not confirm to
a police officer that someone is afraid, alarmed or distressed.
207. Police Response Officer (A) also stated she did not identify there was a
course of conduct in what Miss Power was telling her, explaining that she
believed for a harassment offence to be made out, the subject needs to be
aware that they are engaging in a course of conduct which is causing
distress. She explained that the situation presented to her was the
relationship was not over with a line underneath it. She stated Miss Power
was allowing Mr Wilder into the property and allowing him to stay the night,
so she did not feel Mr Wilder could have reasonably been aware of what
he was and was not allowed to do.
208. Police Response Officer (A) stated she was guided by the harassment
flowchart and considered she did over and above what was expected of
her. She stated she gave advice about Homesafe, provided a useful
contacts list, provided advice about what the police could do if it developed
into harassment and submitted an intelligence entry. She stated that if a
harassment offence took place, the police could provide the subject with a
letter telling them to refrain from their conduct. She stated that if the subject
breached that letter and there was evidence to support it, they could be
arrested.
209. With regards to Miss Power’s comments that [V] used to accuse him of
things, she confirmed she had not probed this aspect any further with Miss
Power. When asked if she identified why Miss Power did not believe the
allegations, she surmised her perception was because she had never felt
physically threatened by him during their relationship.
The DASH risk assessment completed in respect of Miss Power
210. Police Response Officer (A) explained she believed Miss Power was a
standard risk because she thought she fell into the bracket of ‘current
evidence does not indicate likelihood of serious harm’ on the DASH form.
She stated she had based this judgement on the information and non
verbal cues Miss Power provided her with. She stated she considered the
fact there had been no reports of domestics between them during their
three and a half year relationship and the fact she did not feel threatened
by him and could not see how he could hurt anyone else. She stated she
believed that DASH risk assessments graded as ‘standard’ were looked at
by the Domestic Abuse Unit and that it was her understanding was there
was not much difference between a standard and medium risk DASH,
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other than a medium gets looked at more quickly by the Domestic Abuse
Unit.
Research using force computer systems
211. Police Response Officer (A) stated she looked into Mr Wilder’s history on
the force computer and viewed the outcomes of various incidents. Police
Response Officer (A) was challenged on this at interview as the audit of
her actions on the force computer system did not support her account.
Police Response Officer (A) maintained her account. Specifically in
relation to an allegation of […] recorded on Mr Wilder’s record, Police
Response Officer (A) stated she considered comments previously recorded
on Mr Wilder’s record and this assisted her risk assessment. She added
she was not aware of the detail of the […] allegation against Mr Wilder as
the MO was located on a different screen which she did not look at.
Safeguarding
212. Police Response Officer (A) stated she believed that she adequately
safeguarded Miss Power. She explained that she was aware a Homesafe
referral had been made and that she had completed a Social Services
referral for her son. She stated she had also spent a considerable amount
of time at the property with Miss Power assessing the safety of the property
and satisfying herself that it was a safe environment. Police Response
Officer (A) stated she provided advice and reassurance to her as to actions
she should take if she felt at risk. Police Response Officer (A) felt she had
received inadequate training on DASH and no training on stalking and
harassment or the stalking legislation. Despite this, she stated she felt she
dealt with Miss Power to the best of her ability. With regards to her decision
not to speak with Mr Wilder, she stated she offered to provide him with
words of advice to tell him it was over, but Miss Power quickly refused this.
She felt the offer was refused because Miss Power did not think it was
necessary for police to be involved. Contrary to the account of Mrs Power,
she denied that Mrs Power had responded that speaking to Mr Wilder
would be ‘like a red rag to a bull’. She stated she had no concerns about
what Miss Power or her mother had said to her in response to the
suggestion to speak with Mr Wilder.
Police Response Officer (A)’s understanding and advice regarding the use of the
999 system
213. Police Response Officer (A) stated that her knowledge of the 999 system
came from her experience from responding to such calls rather than ever
having received any specific training on the matter. She stated she always
believed an emergency mobile phone call would result in police assistance
being sent to an address. Police Response Officer (A) stated she was
unaware of whether calls from mobile phones as opposed to landlines,
were dealt with differently, but added she was aware that if 999 is dialled
from a landline, the area code is available which can assist the call
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handler. She stated it was her belief that police respond more promptly to
‘confirmed’ 999 calls, where the caller tells the call handler what is
happening and their location. When asked, Police Response Officer (A)
stated she had never heard of ‘Silent Solution’, or ‘The Police Voice
Response System’.
214. Police Response Officer (A) recalled giving Miss Power advice to consider
using the 999 system in the future if she considered it necessary. She
stated the advice she provided to Miss Power was the standard 999 advice
she gives when attending all domestic incidents, and was not given as a
result of any conversation with Miss Power where she had highlighted that
she may be in a situation where Mr Wilder would attend her address and
she would not be able to call the police openly.
215. She recalled they broached the subject of silent 999 calls and she did
inform Miss Power that police attend silent 999 calls as she had done so
on previous occasions whilst on response duties. She stated she informed
Miss Power that even if she found herself in a situation where she was
unable to communicate effectively or have a verbal conversation, a 999 call
should still be made if her circumstances changed and she felt at risk as it
was her belief police would still attend. She described informing Miss
Power that police respond more promptly to ‘confirmed 999 calls’ and that
silent calls could result in a delayed response. She denied advising Miss
Power to make a ‘silent 999 call’, or telling her that the police would still
come, even if she could not talk. She added there was no discussion about
whether this could be from a landline or mobile.
216. Police Response Officer (A) agreed she had told Miss Power not to
terminate the call, because she felt it would keep a record of what was
going on. Although she could recall telling Miss Power she could go away
and make a call, she could not remember telling her to go upstairs to make
a ‘silent’ call, and then come downstairs.

CDIB Call Handler (B)
217. CDIB Call Handler (B) recorded a Non Crime Domestic incident and a
standard DASH grading at the request of Police Response Officer (A),
following her attendance to visit Miss Power on 7 December 2013. She
was interviewed by the IPCC on 9 June 2014. She stated she had worked
within the CDIB department as a Call Handler for over 5 years. She
described how, when creating a Non Crime Domestic incident on the force
computer system, she would initially ask the officer if any offences were
disclosed. She added in the event a crime was disclosed during the
process of her recording the matter as a Non Crime Domestic incident, she
would establish if a crime should be recorded. CDIB Call Handler (B)
stated if she had cause to do so she would complete the record again to
ensure it was recorded correctly as a crime, as opposed to a non crime.
218. CDIB Call Handler (B) explained how the process of recording is screen
led, in that the system would guide her on the questions she needed to ask
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and the information she needed to obtain. She confirmed she has access
to the STORM system and that she can review the relevant STORM logs to
obtain further information in the event an officer does not give enough
information.
Agreement to record the matter as a Non Crime Domestic incident
219. CDIB Call Handler (B) maintained that it is the responsibility of the
attending officer to assess if a crime had taken place. She stated her
DASH training was focused purely on how to input DASH responses, and
that she used the harassment flowchart to assist her, though she observed
she found this lacked clarity on whether the first incident referred to the first
occasion harassment had occurred, or the first report of an incident.
220. When asked about her specific dealings with Miss Power’s report of
stalking, CDIB Call Handler (B) stated she would have read the STORM
incident log and identified that Miss Power had initially reported stalking,
but did not cross reference the information in the STORM log with the
information Police Response Officer (A) reported to her, as she would
usually only obtain further information from the STORM incident log in the
event the attending officer did not give enough information.
221. CDIB Call Handler (B) stated Police Response Officer (A) was asked if any
offences were disclosed and she replied that none had been disclosed.
She maintained it was not her responsibility to challenge officers if they
wanted to record a non crime. She went on to say that Miss Power had not
made a statement, the matter had been deemed suitable for an
appointment, and she had indicated she did not feel vulnerable or
intimidated to the officer. She went on to say there is no guidance for CDIB
Staff advising what to do if they are not happy with a non crime, and she
believed it was not her responsibility to speak with the Domestic Violence
Unit. She did, however, explain at a different point in the interview that in
the event a non crime is challenged by a call handler that offences were
disclosed, she would put details in the free text noting that the call handler
requested it be recorded as a crime, and would speak to a supervisor if
one was available. CDIB Call Handler (B) stated she did not raise the
matter with a supervisor as she did not identify there was any issue.
Review of Miss Power’s DASH
222. With regards to the DASH risk assessment, CDIB Call Handler (B) stated
she recorded the DASH risk assessment but it was not her responsibility to
challenge it. She stated she had no understating of what standard, medium
or high risk meant, but it became apparent later in the interview that she
was aware of the escalation of risk to the victim. She went on to say she
did not identify any issue with the DASH as its content did not suggest to
her that Miss Power was feeling vulnerable or intimidated as she was
allowing her ex partner to stay at the address. She stated she did not
check Mr Wilder’s history as it was not her role to do this.
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223. With regards to the 11 stalking questions, CDIB Call Handler (B) stated
that they were new questions that had not come out until January or
February 2014. She stated that there were now 45 tick box questions on
the DASH and comments boxes to add content. She stated that this facility
was not there prior to January 2014 and she had no prior knowledge of the
existence of the 11 questions.

Police Sergeant (A)
224. Police Sergeant (A) was the duty sergeant on 7 December 2013. He
allocated Police Response Officer (A) to attend the pre arranged
appointment with Miss Power following her call to report stalking on 6
December 2013. He later reviewed and endorsed the DASH form Police
Response Officer (A) had completed on Miss Power. Police Sergeant (A)
was interviewed by the IPCC on 1 July 2014.
225. Police Sergeant (A) recalled there being a message on his computer
system detailing that an appointment had been booked with Miss Power for
that day. He stated he recalled allocating the incident to Police Response
Officer (A).
Police Sergeant (A)’s review of Miss Power’s DASH risk assessment
226. Police Sergeant (A) recalled he allocated Police Response Officer (A) to
deal with the appointment and reviewed the DASH booklet on her return.
Police Sergeant (A) was asked to explain how he would review a DASH
form. He stated he would usually go on the officer’s judgement who
attended the scene but would look at the answer to each question and
review the comments box which contains observations officers had made
at the scene. He also explained his understanding of the different risk
categories. Police Sergeant (A) believed the Domestic Abuse Unit dealt
with standard and medium risk assessments in the same way. When asked
what he identified ‘high risk’ factors to be on the DASH, he stated that he
went along the lines of the number of positive responses on the DASH and
any comments from the victim that would suggest there had been lots of
violence in the past. Police Sergeant (A) stated he believed standard,
medium and high risk DASH risk assessments went to the Domestic Abuse
Unit where risk assessors would look more deeply into the nominals and
look at intelligence with a more trained eye. He also understood they
reassess and sign off the risk assessments.
Police Sergeant (A)’s review of Miss Power’s DASH risk assessment
227. Police Sergeant (A) stated the information contained within Miss Power’s
DASH did not cause him concern, but in fact was quite the opposite. He
stated it was noted on the back page of the DASH that Miss Power had
been in a relationship with Mr Wilder for three and a half years, and there
had never been any violence between them. He stated if the DASH booklet
came to him again, he would still make the assessment that it was a
standard risk due to Miss Power’s responses. Police Sergeant (A) stated
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he did not believe any of the individual questions on the DASH were more
important than any of the others. He stated he did not believe there were
any specific indicators of risk of serious harm on the DASH risk
assessment and that he would rely on the number of positive responses
recorded on the DASH report.
228. Police Sergeant (A) stated the fact that the abuse was noted as getting
worse within the week before Police Response Officer (A) spoke with Miss
Power, and the fact Mr Wilder was turning up unannounced did not overly
concern him. He stated that in his view, Mr Wilder turning up at the
address a couple of times, and his threat of suicide would not raise the risk.
229. Police Sergeant (A) stated he did not believe the risk assessment grading
was inappropriate based on the information within the DASH. Furthermore,
he did not feel that a visit to Miss Power a few days prior by PCSO (A) was
relevant. He stated he was unaware that Miss Power’s vehicle had been
damaged adding that if he had been aware of this, when considered in
conjunction with the comments in the DASH that Mr Wilder had been
checking on the location of her car, this would have raised his concern as it
would show escalation and elevated risk.
DASH training
230. Police Sergeant (A) stated that he had only become aware by being
informed by the IPCC that he was not DASH trained, and that there was in
fact a specific DASH training course and would not have thought or known
how to check to see if his officers were DASH trained either. Police
Sergeant (A) did not recall there being any specific additional training on
dealing with domestic incidents prior to being signed off as a response
sergeant. In addition, he stated he did not receive any risk assessor
training or anything in addition to the training provided to PCs. Rather, he
stated his knowledge was based on experience. Police Sergeant (A)
explained he felt confident in reviewing DASH risk assessments and
thought his experience of dealing with them would have put him in good
stead. He did however acknowledge that if he had been trained in DASH,
perhaps he would have looked at things differently on this occasion.
Checks Police Sergeant (A) conducted on Mr Wilder
231. Police Sergeant (A) stated he read the STORM incident log, DASH, and
reviewed Mr Wilder’s CIS nominal record using force computer systems.
He stated that although he did check Mr Wilder’s nominal record, he did
not go into all of the information recorded on the system. He added he did
not check Mr Wilder’s PNC record because it was a Non Crime Domestic
incident. When challenged that his auditing records did not support that he
had looked at Mr Wilder’s nominal record at all, he stated he would have
navigated to his nominal record via the Non Crime Domestic incident, as
opposed to an individual nominal search. Police Sergeant (A) stated if the
incident had been a crime, he would have conducted a PNC check on Mr
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Wilder and looked into him more, as he would have been looking out for
warning signs because officers would be going out to locate and arrest
him.
Police Sergeant (A)’s understanding of stalking and harassment
232. Police Sergeant (A) was asked to explain his understanding of stalking and
harassment. He stated that when stalking and harassment is reported by a
member of the public, an officer will speak with them and decide whether
an offence is made out. He said if the circumstances do not constitute an
offence, the victim will be told to keep a diary, gather evidence (text
messages and phone calls) so they can prove at a later stage there is a
course of conduct. He explained that once an offence is made out, it will be
crimed and further investigation will take place. When asked what
indicators he would look for of a victim being stalked, he stated he would
look to find out if the victim was scared, what they were scared of and what
it is about the action the person is doing that they find harassing. Police
Sergeant (A) explained the behaviours he would look for would be the
subject turning up at the victim’s place of work, following them around the
streets or constantly phoning or messaging. Police Sergeant (A) described
a course of conduct as one or more incident(s) that the offender knows is
going to cause harassment, alarm or distress.
233. Based on his understanding of stalking and harassment, Police Sergeant
(A) explained he did not consider that Mr Wilder was exhibiting signs of
this. Rather, he stated he felt he did not understand the relationship was
over and was trying to see if they could get back together. He stated Mr
Wilder had not been spoken to by the police and informed that his conduct
was unwanted. He stated he would prefer to be able to say an offender had
been spoken to by the police and advised on the law on harassment to
make it clear it should not continue. This, he felt, would avoid the offender
stating at a later point they did not know they were causing distress.
234. Although Police Sergeant (A) had not undertaken any stalking and
harassment training, he stated believed he had a good understanding and
was confident recognising the offence. He confirmed that he had not seen
the harassment flowchart prior to the IPCC interview.
235. Police Sergeant (A) explained that it was not uncommon for information to
change from the initial call to the police to the visit, where the victim speaks
with the officer. He stated did not see it necessary to challenge the
decision that the incident was recorded as a Non Crime Domestic incident,
as he thought it was consistent with the information gained by Police
Response Officer (A) when she met with Miss Power. He stated although
he knew Mr Wilder would have needed to have been spoken to at some
stage, the fact that in cases like this they are victim led, and the fact Miss
Power had told Police Response Officer (A) she did not want anyone
speaking to Mr Wilder had been taken into account.
236. Based on the information known to him at the time and the visit Police
Response Officer (A) had made, Police Sergeant (A) stated he had no
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concerns for Miss Power in relation to Mr Wilder and the fact that she had
stated she had never been physically threatened by him in the past led him
to believe the risk of future harm was minimal.

Police Inspector (A)
237. Police Inspector (A) reviewed the information on police systems relating to
Miss Power’s report of stalking. He had been in post as Critical Incident
Manager since September 2013. Police Inspector (A) submitted a written
response dated 22 May 2014. He was subsequently interviewed by the
IPCC on 3 June 2014 to obtain further detail about his account.
238. Police Inspector (A) was Duty Inspector for the city of Plymouth on 7
December 2013 when he dealt with Miss Power’s report of stalking. He
explained part of this role is to review domestic violence incidents, STORM
incident logs and CIS records to assess whether an incident could be
closed or whether further activity is required. He stated that in order to do
this role, he relied upon his experience, discussions with the Domestic
Violence Unit and his tutor to develop a process he could use.
239. On 7 December 2013, he stated he had only been in post since September
2013. He stated there were 107 incidents in Plymouth during his shift and
at least 8 further domestic incidents. He also recalled there were 6 medium
risk missing persons, a false imprisonment, a rape, a high risk domestic
violence arrest, and an armed robbery which would have required close
monitoring and supervision.
240. Police Inspector (A) demonstrated a good understanding of the process of
reviewing risk assessments from the DASH, although he had not heard of
the ACPO Stalking Risk Screening Tool when he reviewed Miss Power’s
DASH risk assessment.
241. He stated he had agreed with the ‘standard’ grading of Miss Power’s DASH
due to her secure location, Homesafe involvement and the fact that Miss
Power had been seen by a Police Response Officer (A) and had stated she
did not feel afraid, frightened or threatened.
242. Police Inspector (A) stated he was unaware of the prior criminal damage
report made by Miss Power and stated that if he had been, it would have
had an effect on his original review and assessment at the time as it would
have put Mr Wilder on the ‘offender curve’. Much like Police Sergeant (A),
Police Inspector (A) put more weight on what a person tells the police in
person, rather than the information recorded on the STORM incident log.
He stated he did not believe Miss Power was being stalked and harassed
as it was recorded that she was not frightened or afraid and he understood
from the entries on the Non Crime Domestic incident that Police Response
Officer (A) had discussed the harassment procedure with Miss Power. As
such, he stated he did not feel it necessary to challenge the recording of
the matter as a Non Crime Domestic incident.
243. Police Inspector (A) stated he agreed that Miss Power’s experiencing of Mr
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Wilder’s behaviour more than once would equate to a course of conduct.
He stated he would then have considered whether the rest of the elements
of the offence were made out i.e. whether the victim was afraid, frightened,
alarmed or distressed and whether the ex partner knew, or should have
known he was causing distress. He stated he would rely on the victim’s
responses to the DASH questions. Police Inspector (A) stated he believed
Mr Wilder would, or should, have known he had been causing Miss Power
distress. He went on to say he assumed that Miss Power was not afraid,
alarmed, distressed or frightened as she answered ‘no’ in response to the
DASH questions about being frightened or afraid.
244. It was put to Police Inspector (A) that the act of Miss Power contacting the
police and reporting her ex partner was stalking her would suggest she felt
vulnerable and distressed. Police Inspector (A) stated that he does not
discount the fact that someone may well be scared and that is why they
phone the police, but he puts more weight on what the individual says to
the officer when they discuss the matter face to face. Police Inspector (A)
stated if a person had phoned the police more than once, this may be for
different reasons, most worryingly that they are in the course of being
abused, or the conduct is happening more often.
245. Police Inspector (A) stated he was unaware of ACPO guidance that
additional questions should be asked if question 8 on the DASH (the
stalking question) was positively answered by a victim. He explained he
had never heard of the ACPO Stalking Risk Screening Tool. Police
Inspector (A) could not recall the checks he had made on Mr Wilder but
assumed he had done so and this did not change the assessment of risk.
He stated he would usually conduct these checks by going into the CIS
record via the crime and would usually do this when a subject has a
warning marker. He stated his understanding was based on the information
in the DASH and the fact an officer had visited Miss Power.
246. Police Inspector (A) stated he could not recall Miss Power’s DASH but
assumed he had reviewed it and balanced the risk against the mitigating
factors as he does so on every occasion. He explained the risks were
recent separation, controlling behaviour and history of domestic violence
and the mitigating factors were no violence in last 3 years, she was not
afraid and was in a secure location due to Homesafe’s involvement.
Safeguarding considerations
247. Police Inspector (A) stated that his training taught him that in order to
safeguard a victim; he needed to break the chain between the victim, the
offender and the environment. He stated there is an increased risk when
the offender is in the same place as the victim, but in Miss Power’s case,
he considered that Mr Wilder had left the house so that reduced the risk.
Police Inspector (A) stated his second consideration was the property,
whether it was secure, and whether Mr Wilder would be able to gain entry
in the event he returned. He stated that he was satisfied the premises was
safe due to Homesafe’s involvement as indicated by the DASH. He stated
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he would not usually check with Homesafe to see if their security check
had been completed, as he would rely on his knowledge that within 24 – 48
hours they would have upgraded the security of the property. He explained
that the final consideration was whether he had missed anything from the
victim. He stated he had to rely upon the attending officer’s assessment,
adding if someone feels they are fairly safe, the subject is not living there,
and they are in a secure place, he would feel satisfied the safeguarding
had been taken care of.
248. When challenged that the chain had not been broken due to Miss Power
being left in the same environment (her home), the subject being left
unaddressed (Mr Wilder not having been spoken to) and Miss Power being
alone where the previous incidents had happened, Police Inspector (A)
stated it was his view the home was an increased safe environment due to
Homesafe’s involvement. He stated that there is a judgement call to make
of increasing or decreasing risk by the police going to speak with a subject
and telling them not to contact an individual. He stated his default position
is usually that the police will go to speak with the subject because of the
deterrent value, which is typically more effective than the aggravating
value, however he stated there are arguments either way. He stated that in
this case, they made a judgement call and were guided by Miss Power’s
wishes.
249. Police Inspector (A) was asked whether he considered there was a duty on
the police to take positive action, despite the wishes of the victim. He
stated that if there is an offence, there is a duty, but in Miss Power’s case,
she was a standard risk and it was a Non Crime Domestic incident so the
police were not required to take positive action so long as safeguarding
had been considered. He stated he believed he had considered the
safeguarding of Miss Power professionally, when considered in the
context of the other matters he was engaged in.
250. Police Inspector (A) was asked whether he felt he would have dealt with
the situation any differently if he was presented with these circumstances
again. He stated he probably would have done something very similar, He
stated he has adopted a slower more thorough process of review since this
incident. He emphasised that he was not aware of the Facebook friend
request or the criminal damage to Miss Power’s car at the time, but the risk
factors he saw taken in isolation, may have led him to a conclusion that
Miss Power was a medium risk. He stated he would have then thought
about the mitigation. He reiterated that he believed Miss Power was in a
safe place, she was not saying she was in genuine fear of her ex partner.
He added he assumed this was the first time she had called the police and
thought the risk was mitigated to a standard level.

Domestic Abuse Officer (A)
Domestic Abuse Officer (A)’s dealings with the Non Crime Domestic incident
251. Domestic Abuse Officer (A) was a Risk Assessor in the Public Protection
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Unit. Auditing records show she accessed the Non Crime Domestic
incident on force computer systems. Domestic Abuse Officer (A)’s role is to
review DASH risk assessments. Domestic Abuse Officer (A) was
interviewed by the IPCC on 17 July 2014. Domestic Abuse Officer (A)
explained that she regrettably had no recollection of dealing with Miss
Power’s case, but having read the documentation provided to her by the
Lead Investigator, she suggested why she may have entered the Non
Crime Domestic incident. Domestic Abuse Officer (A) explained that
because the matter had been determined as a Non Crime Domestic
incident and Miss Power had engaged to complete the DASH and the
officer assessed her as a standard risk, the incident was consequently not
transferred to the business account for further assessment. Domestic
Abuse Officer (A) explained that whilst going through the incidents to
identify which required transfer into the business account she would
ordinarily enter a Non Crime Domestic incident to identify if the victim had
engaged to complete a DASH or not. She explained that due to the fact the
DASH was complete and Miss Power had engaged with the officer to carry
out the risk assessment, she would not have carried out a full review.
Domestic Abuse Officer (A) explained that there has to be a cut off point of
what Risk Assessors review due to the volume of domestic related
incidents they deal with. She went on to clarify that working practices in the
unit dictate that Risk Assessors conduct full reviews on those victims
identified as being a high or medium risk and these incidents are
prioritised.
252. Domestic Abuse Officer (A) explained that with regards to a standard
DASH risk grading, the Risk Assessors rely on the fact the grading will
have already been assessed by the attending officer and their supervisor
will have reviewed that assessment. Domestic Abuse Officer (A) explained
that whilst a Non Crime Domestic with a completed DASH assessed as
standard risk will not be subject to a thorough review, working practice is to
conduct a ‘cursory check’ in the event they have completed all other
prioritised high and medium reviews. In circumstances such as this, risk
assessors will conduct research to identify if there have been over four
instances between a victim and subject within the preceding 12 month
period. In the event there has, this will prompt a full risk assessment
review. Domestic Abuse Officer (A) surmised that this explains why she
entered the Non Crime Domestic incident and Miss Power’s nominal
record. She added that she presumes it did not show four instances had
occurred between Miss Power and the subject within the previous 12
months and no further review was subsequently carried out into the matter.
Domestic Abuse Officer (A) explained that unless she had looked at Mr
Wilder’s nominal record, she would not have been aware of his history.
Furthermore, she would not have reviewed the STORM incident log as she
would expect all relevant information to have been recorded on the Non
Crime Domestic incident.
253. Domestic Abuse Officer (A) stated she would not have delved into the
DASH responses in detail, as any viewing of the DASH would have been
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purely to identify whether Miss Power had engaged to complete it and
whether a full DASH risk assessment had been completed.
254. Domestic Abuse Officer (A) was asked to review Miss Power’s DASH
during interview. She stated she felt on review of the DASH in isolation,
she would be happy with the standard risk assessment grading.

Misconduct considerations
PCSO (A)
Decision not to record or share information
255. Whilst at interview with the IPCC PCSO (A) stated she did not identify
Miss Power was vulnerable or at any risk from Mr Wilder, the information
she provided to the murder investigation team shows she was concerned
and identified Miss Power was in a risky situation. This account was
provided shortly after Miss Power’s murder and at a time when PCSO (A)
was not subject to investigation by the IPCC. The information provided
within that interview arguably provides the most reliable recollection of
events. Therefore the evidence suggests that PCSO (A) may have been
concerned about Miss Power’s disclosures and did not appropriately
record them on police systems.
256. The evidence also suggests that Miss Power held some suspicion that Mr
Wilder was responsible for the damage to her vehicle and that she relayed
this to PCSO (A). The evidence PCSO (A) provided to the police murder
investigation team suggests that she may have also been concerned that
Mr Wilder could be responsible for the criminal damage. PCSO (A) has
consistently made reference to her concern that youths in the area could
have caused the damage to Miss Power’s vehicle and also refers to other
criminal damage problems in the area. This is a situation which is echoed
in the statements of Police Response Officer (A) (who later attended an
appointment at Miss Power’s address following her report of stalking
made on 6 December 2013) and PCSO Clarke (who initially spoke with
Miss Power after she reported criminal damage on 28 November 2013).
Nevertheless, the recording of Miss Power’s call to police on 6 December
2013 suggests that PCSO (A) had concerns at the time she spoke with
Miss Power that Mr Wilder could have been the perpetrator for the
criminal damage as opposed to local youths and had discussed this with
her. During FEC Call Handler (A)’s conversation with Miss Power, they
discussed the possibility that Mr Wilder may have been responsible for the
damage she had sustained to her vehicle the previous week. Miss Power
responded:
‘Well that’s what the PCSO was saying, she said it didn’t seem to fit in
with the crimes that have been going on in the area, they were all over at
[the locality] and they were not of that ilk if you like, they were different,
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different crimes’.
When interviewed by the murder investigation team, PCSO (A) stated she
did not think the youths were responsible for the damage to Miss Power’s
car.
In light of the above, a tribunal could find that PCSO (A) should have
recorded Miss Power’s suspicions in an intelligence entry or on the free
text of the crime.
257. At interview with the IPCC, PCSO (A) stated that she did not raise the
situation reported by Miss Power with a supervisor as she did not think it
was necessary and did not think one was readily available that shift. The
recording of her interview with the police murder investigation team
indicates that when she returned to work to find an email from the Comms
Team asking her to contact Miss Power following her call to the police on
6 December 2013, she was concerned and made several attempts to
contact Miss Power thereafter.
258. These contact attempts evidence her efforts to obtain more information
about the situation, however, she did not share the information Miss
Power had provided to her, even at this time. PCSO (A)’s account was
that she was dealing with an unfamiliar situation as PCSOs are not trained
to deal with domestic abuse matters. She did not seek advice from a
supervisor.
259. PCSO (A) stated she was unable to complete research into Mr Wilder’s
history because she did not obtain his date of birth from Miss Power.
Given Miss Power’s concerns and suspicions about Mr Wilder, it would
arguably have been reasonable to expect PCSO (A) should have obtained
this information and conducted research into his history using force
computer systems.
260. PCSO (A) did take several positive steps to safeguard Miss Power. She
provided her contact details, provided advice about making an emergency
call and made a Homesafe referral. Had PCSO (A) recorded Miss Power’s
disclosures in the free text of the crime report, the Homesafe team would
have been made aware that there were domestic related concerns for
Miss Power and may have made additional attempts to contact her.
Nevertheless, PCSO (A) was unaware of the necessity to flag vulnerable
persons to the Homesafe team and there is no evidence to support this
practice is recorded in any policy or working practice document, despite
Homesafe fitter Mike Taylor’s account that further attempts would be
made to contact persons referred who were identified as vulnerable.
Conclusion
261. It is a requirement for the Lead Investigator to reach a conclusion as to
whether the subjects of the investigation have a case to answer for
misconduct, gross misconduct, or no case to answer. The test for whether
there is a case to answer is whether there is sufficient evidence upon
which a reasonable tribunal could, on the balance of probabilities, make a
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finding of misconduct or gross misconduct. In reaching a view as to
whether or not there is a case to answer it is necessary to assess the
weight of the evidence. The expressions of opinion as set out below are
the views of the investigator and do not amount to a final determination in
relation to whether or not there has been misconduct as only a tribunal
can reach such findings.
262. The actions of PCSO (A) suggest that she may have been concerned
about Miss Power’s vulnerability in relation to Mr Wilder and that she may
have suspected he was involved with the criminal damage.
263. PCSO (A) had not been provided with stalking and harassment training.
Despite this, the evidence suggests that PCSO (A) may have recognised
Miss Power was at risk. A tribunal could find that even in the absence of
training to identify the elements of a stalking offence PCSO (A) should
have acted on her concerns and recorded the information on police
systems, or at least sought advice from a colleague or supervisor.
264. PCSO (A)’s failure to record the information Miss Power provided affected
the subsequent service Miss Power received from Devon and Cornwall
Police. Whilst it is accepted that Miss Power may not have reported
everything of relevance to Police Response Officer (A) when she later
attended and completed the DASH risk assessment, she had already
provided this information to PCSO (A). The absence of this information on
police systems arguably contributed to an uninformed and inaccurate risk
assessment. The occurrences reported to PCSO (A) were relevant and
when considered together, informed a bigger picture of a profile of stalking
behaviour.
265. In light of the above, it is the Lead Investigator’s opinion that PCSO (A)
may have failed in her duties and responsibilities to act upon her concerns
and to record information provided to her on police systems. Therefore,
PCSO (A) has a case to answer for misconduct.

FEC Call Handler (A)
Information recorded on the STORM incident log
266. The recording of Miss Power’s call to Devon and Cornwall Police on 6
December 2013 demonstrates that FEC Call Handler (A) recognised Miss
Power’s vulnerability during the phone call. He demonstrated knowledge
of the DASH risk assessment, both during his call with Miss Power and
during interview with the IPCC.
267. Auditing records show FEC Call Handler (A) completed a PNC check and
CIS check on Mr Wilder. The STORM incident log shows he accurately
recorded this information in accordance with guidance.
268. Training and Call Handler Guidance sets out the key information that
should be recorded on the STORM incident log following a phone call
from a member of the public. FEC Call Handler (A) failed to record Miss
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Power’s disclosures that her ex partner had been waiting for her when she
returned home and had been checking on the location of her car. This is
evidenced by comparing the recording of Miss Power’s conversation with
FEC Call Handler (A) on 6 December 2013 with the information he
recorded on the STORM log. He also failed to record that Miss Power
reported she was getting scared and her ex partner had been phoning
and texting her and would not leave her alone. Miss Power reported that
Mr Wilder had made a threat which she perceived to be a threat of
suicide, but this was not recorded either. Furthermore, FEC Call Handler
(A) did not record the fact that Miss Power’s son had been present when
the incidents had occurred in the question set on the STORM incident log.
269. The evidence suggests that FEC Call Handler (A) did record some of the
key factors, but he did not record all relevant information, including the
fact that that Miss Power had been a victim of criminal damage on two
occasions within the previous weeks and that she had expressed concern
that the incidents may be related to the stalking she was reporting.
270. Whilst FEC Call Handler (A) noted on the STORM incident log ‘caller has
spoken with PCSO (A) this week about the matter’, these comments did
not clearly reflect that Miss Power had stated she had previously been a
victim of crime which she felt may be related. The type of crime, the crime
reference number and the date of the previous incidents were not
recorded. The information recorded on the STORM incident log does not
reflect any concern that the incidents may have been linked. This lack of
clarity impacted on subsequent police dealings with Miss Power. As a
consequence the police officers and staff who subsequently reviewed the
STORM incident log did not identify that Miss Power had been a victim of
criminal damage the previous week. Although FEC Call Handler (A) failed
to clearly cross reference the criminal damage in the log, the information
he recorded evidences that he did make attempts to indicate that Miss
Power had previous contact with the police.
The grading of Miss Power’s call to police on 6 December 2013
271. It is clear that FEC Call Handler (A) identified that Miss Power was
vulnerable, as he specifically noted this in the free text comments in the
log. Nevertheless, he did not tick the ‘vulnerable/at risk’ tick box, or
allocate the call a ‘Vulnerable’ grading.
272. The grading of a call is a fundamental part of a call handler’s job but FEC
Call Handler (A) had only recently completed his training. His account
suggests he did not fully understand the vulnerable grading, or the
vulnerable tick box function. The escalation system in place in the Control
Room meant the Sergeant technically upgraded the log after FEC Call
Handler (A)’s involvement.
Conclusion
273. It is the Lead Investigator’s opinion that FEC Call Handler (A)’s
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performance may have fallen short of the standard expected. It is
arguable that he should have sought clarity regarding the matters he was
unsure about, however it is considered he does not have a case to
answer for misconduct. A primary factor informing this decision is his
inexperience in the role (having only been in the position for a period of
approximately 2 weeks) in addition to his lack of understanding of the
system he was operating and the absence of a mentor. It is a matter for
Devon and Cornwall Police to decide what action they consider
appropriate to take in relation to FEC Call Handler (A)’s performance.

CDIB Call Handler (A)
The decision to arrange an appointment
274. The evidence suggests CDIB Call Handler (A) did not carefully consider
Miss Power’s reasons for requesting an appointment in the daytime. It is
accepted that Miss Power could be heard in the company of other
individuals and that she was jovial at times during the call. Nevertheless,
Miss Power’s rationale for requesting an appointment the following day
was that she wanted to ignore her doors that evening, as she would feel
more at ease opening her door in the day time.
275. When considered in the context of the information contained in the
STORM log, it is the Lead Investigator’s opinion that these comments
were a cause for concern. CDIB Call Handler (A) arranged an
appointment for the following day. This suggests a lack of regard for the
increased risk to Miss Power that evening, as the lone occupant of her
house.
276. CDIB Call Handler (A) failed to place any rationale on the STORM
incident log as to why he was making an appointment. Auditing records
show that he also failed to conduct research into Mr Wilder’s history to
enable an informed risk assessment of Miss Power prior to postponing
police attendance until the 7 December 2013.The necessities of
conducting research into the subject and placing a rationale on the
STORM incident log when making an appointment are set out in force
guidance, which is available on the force intranet. He stated he was not
aware of these requirements.
277. Confirmation has been provided by the Communications Centre Training
Manager that making appointments and the various requirements that
accompany them are not routinely delivered in training to CDIB Staff, as
appointments are primarily an FEC role. It is accepted that CDIB Call
Handler (A) found himself in a situation he was unfamiliar with when Miss
Power’s call was seemingly incorrectly routed to him. The recording of the
call supports his account that he was unfamiliar with how to make an
appointment using the STORM system and that he requested assistance
from his colleague on how to enter one on the system.
278. CDIB Call Handler (A) chose to attempt to deal with Miss Power’s call
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when he was unclear on the correct processes as opposed to requesting
the assistance of a supervisor or redirecting the call to an appropriately
trained police staff member.
279. In the event CDIB Call Handler (A) felt an appointment the following day
was appropriate, he arguably should have requested permission from the
sergeant to carry out his proposed action. That said, the Lead Investigator
has also considered the fact that he was unfamiliar with the processes in
making an appointment and his decision to do so was not subject to any
challenge by the dedicated Appointments Officer, Police Officer (A).
280. In light of the above, CDIB Call Handler (A)’s performance may have
fallen short of the standard expected. That said, the Lead Investigator
does not consider he has a case to answer for misconduct. It is the Lead
Investigator’s opinion that his failure to follow guidance was due to his
unfamiliarity with the type of call he was dealing with. It is the Lead
Investigator’s opinion that his departure from best practice and his failure
to consider Miss Power’s comments carefully in the context of the
information recorded on the STORM log are oversights which may
constitute performance issues. It is a matter for Devon and Cornwall
Police to decide what action they consider appropriate to take in relation
to CDIB Call Handler (A)’s performance.

Police Officer (A)
Decision to endorse the appointment with Miss Power
281. The role of the DRCT Appointments Officer is set out in the Force
Working Practice Guidance which explains that part of the role is to quality
assess appointments as to suitability for this grading. Some of the
considerations listed around ‘risk’ highlight that the Appointments Officer
must ensure there is no further risk to the person involved at the time and
must consider whether timescales in seeing the person subject of the
appointment will increase the risk posed. It sets out that DRCT Officers
are not permitted to downgrade call card gradings and that this is a
function of the Control Room or DRCT Sergeant.
282. It was Police Officer (A)’s responsibility to ensure the arrangement of an
appointment with Miss Power was appropriate. It is arguable that she
should have challenged CDIB Call Handler (A)’s decision to arrange an
appointment with Miss Power on 7 December 2013. Police Officer (A)
should have been guided by the sergeant’s comments in the log that the
incident needed resourcing that evening. Furthermore, it is noted on the
STORM incident log that whilst Miss Power was in work at the time of her
call, it was 2.10pm on a Friday and she specifically said that she would
feel vulnerable that weekend due to being home alone. The risk to Miss
Power arguably elevated at the point the weekend begun that evening.
Whilst Police Officer (A)’s comments regarding the wording of the text
message sent to Miss Power by the Radio Operator have been
considered, Police Officer (A) still had no authority to overrule the
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sergeant.
283. CDIB Call Handler (A) failed to place any rationale on the STORM log as
to why he had deferred police attendance until the following day. This
information was required as set out in force guidance. There was
consequently an absence of information to assist Police Officer (A)’s
decision as to whether an appointment was appropriate. Police Officer (A)
did not question CDIB Call Handler (A) to gain an understanding of his
rationale for this decision. She did not consider or review the rationale for
downgrading the call to an appointment. Given the information recorded
on the STORM incident log, it is arguably reasonable to expect Police
Officer (A) would have challenged the appropriateness of delaying a
police response until the following day.
284. Police Officer (A) was a sufficiently experienced member of staff. The
evidence suggests that she failed to challenge CDIB Call Handler (A)’s
decision to downgrade Miss Power’s call in the absence of any rationale
on the log, or authority from the sergeant. Therefore Police Officer (A) has
a case to answer for misconduct in respect of this matter.
Decision not to challenge the recording of a Non Crime Domestic incident
285. DRCT log closure responsibilities are also set out in the Devon and
Cornwall Police Working Practice Guidance BQY99. This guidance details
that DRCT Officers must robustly review call cards to ensure they meet
the National Crime Recording Standards (NCRS) requirements.
286. The information recorded on the STORM incident log indicates that an
offence of stalking or harassment may have been made out. Miss
Power’s decision to call the police and the information recorded by FEC
Call Handler (A) indicates a level of distress. A course of conduct is also
arguably evident as the information recorded indicates more than one
incident had occurred. When considering the nature of the behaviour
reported, it is a reasonable assumption that Mr Wilder should/would have
been aware his behaviour was causing Miss Power distress.
287. Following Police Response Officer (A)’s attendance at Miss Power’s
address, a Non Crime Domestic incident was recorded. Guidance BQY99
sets out that where there is a direct contradiction between the officer’s
update and the initial report, this should be clarified at the time by the
radio operator or referred to the control room supervisor. Inspector Mare’s
statement also highlights that in the event of a discrepancy between what
is initially reported and recorded on the STORM log, and the outcome
decision, DRCT Officers should review the crime record to see whether
the information recorded negates that a crime took place. Having
examined the crime record, the following information was recorded by
Police Response Officer (A):
‘Intel submitted,121a completed. A/P does not want the offender spoken
to at this stage. Harassment process explained, offender is purely not
getting the message at this time that the relationship is over. A/P will
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contact us if further probs’.
288. Whilst the information recorded on the crime report confirmed that Miss
Power did not want Mr Wilder spoken to at that time, it did not negate the
indication that was present in the initial STORM incident log that a
harassment, or a stalking offence may have occurred.
289. Police Officer (A)’s training records show that she had not received the
Stalking and Harassment NCALT training package. It seems unlikely that
Police Officer (A) would have had no experience of harassment offences
having been a serving police officer for 29 years. It is however accepted
she may not have recognised a stalking offence.
290. Arguably the decision to record the matter as a Non Crime Domestic
incident could have been challenged given the discrepancy between initial
information on the STORM incident log and Police Response Officer (A)’s
subsequent request to record the matter as a Non Crime Domestic
incident. Rather than challenging, or seeking further information regarding
this discrepancy, it appears Police Officer (A) relied on the DASH
responses to justify/support the officer’s decision that a no crime was
appropriate.
291. Miss Power’s DASH recorded that she was not very frightened or afraid of
Mr Wilder. In the absence of training in harassment, Police Officer (A)
may not have been aware that it is not necessary for the victim to say that
they are afraid for an offence to be made out. She relied on the
information recorded on police systems and might have assumed a
harassment offence was not made out based on this information. All other
persons who reviewed the decision to record the matter as a Non Crime
Domestic incident appear to have relied on the DASH responses, to some
extent, to determine whether an offence was made out. The fact this
practice was consistent is indicative of a lack of knowledge that the DASH
form, in isolation, does not assess whether a victim is ‘distressed’ or a
harassment offence made out. It also indicates a general misconception
that a review of DASH responses constitutes clarification of discrepancies.
It is the opinion of the Lead Investigator that Police Officer (A) does not
have a case to answer in respect of this particular matter due to her lack
of training and understanding of stalking and harassment.

Police Response Officer (A)
Police Response Officer (A)’s emergency call advice to Miss Power
292. Stephanie Power was present during Miss Power’s meeting with Police
Response Officer (A) and her evidence details a first hand account of the
conversation. Stephanie Power clearly recalled the advice Police
Response Officer (A) provided being about making a ‘silent call’. The
accounts of Stephen Power, Shani Sandel-Dungey and Alice Power are
that Miss Power relayed to them she was given advice specifically about
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making a ‘silent call’.
293. Police Response Officer (A) confirmed that she did inform Miss Power
that ‘Police attend silent 999 calls’, as she had done so on previous
occasions whilst on response duties. Police Response Officer (A) stated
she advised Miss Power that even if she found herself in a position where
she was not able to have a verbal conversation, she should still dial 999,
as it was her belief that police would attend all emergency calls.
294. It is clear that a discussion took place between Miss Power and Police
Response Officer (A) about police responding to silent 999 calls. Miss
Power’s voice appears muffled in her emergency call. The witness
evidence and the recording of Miss Power’s emergency phone call on the
14 December 2013 suggests that Miss Power understood she could make
an emergency call to the police, without engaging with the operator or
staying with the handset, yet the police would still attend.
295. There is no way to conclusively identify what wording Police Response
Officer (A) used when advising Miss Power about making an emergency
call in the event she felt she was in danger. Police Response Officer (A)
disputes specifically advising Miss Power to make a silent call however,
the other evidence contradicts this. Irrespective of whether Police
Response Officer (A) provided direct instruction specific to Miss Power’s
situation, that she should make a ‘silent 999 call’, if the circumstances
warranted it, the undisputed facts remain that Police Response Officer (A)
told Miss Power (a) she should make an emergency call, even if she could
not talk and (b) that police respond to silent 999 calls. The inference from
the two pieces of advice was that Miss Power could make a silent call and
the police would respond.
296. Stephanie Power recalled Police Response Officer (A) telling Miss Power
she could make a ‘silent call’ as ‘Police had her number on record’. The
accounts of Stephen Power, Alice Power and Shani Sandel-Dungey also
suggest that Miss Power relayed to them that she was told her number
would be stored on police systems. Police Response Officer (A) stated at
interview that it was her belief that in the event a silent call was made, the
call handlers would try to get some information, failing that they would
conduct checks on the phone number. Police Response Officer (A)’s
description of how she believed silent 999 calls were dealt with supports
her account that she held no prior knowledge of the “Silent Solution’’
system or processes.
297. The statements of Alice and Stephen Power suggest that Miss Power
relayed to them both that she was told she could make a call from a
different room and leave the call running without engaging with the call
handler on the line. Police Response Officer (A) stated she had no
recollection of advising Miss Power to go upstairs, make a silent call, then
come downstairs, however acknowledged that she told Miss Power to
‘keep the call running as it would keep a record of what was going on
should it assist’. Police Response Officer (A) recalled advising Miss Power
to ‘go away and make a call’, but did not recollect that advice being in
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relation to a ‘silent call’. Evidence from Police Response Officer (A) and
Shani Sandel-Dungey suggests that Police Response Officer (A)
explained to Miss Power that police respond more promptly to 999 calls
where the caller is confirmed than to calls that were silent.
298. Enquiries with the force Learning and Development Department and the
Communications Centre have confirmed that response police officers are
not routinely provided with any training regarding the use of the 999
system, although some time is spent in the Control Room by student
officers. There is no evidence to indicate that Police Response Officer (A)
had ever been trained to provide advice and/or instruction to members of
the public that police respond to silent 999 calls. Although Police
Response Officer (A)’s advice was, in all likelihood, an honest held belief,
it was an assumption which she had reached based on her previous
experience of responding to silent calls. There appears to have been a
lack of consideration of the fact that the nature and circumstances
surrounding a silent call can vary significantly.
299. There are circumstances in which silent calls are transferred to the police;
however, this is not always the case. It is crucial that advice given to
members of the public about police response to emergency calls is
accurate. Any need to have a conversation about covertly phoning the
police from a different room, and making emergency calls without
speaking should have raised concern.
300. The potential need for National Learning in this area is identified in the
recommendations attached to this report. Nevertheless, it is not
unreasonable to expect that in the absence of relevant training, a police
officer should take personal responsibility for the accuracy of the
information they provide to members of the public in relation to police
response to emergency calls. If incorrect advice was provided, this may
have played a role in the lack of police attendance following Miss Power’s
emergency call, shortly before she was murdered.
Police Response Officer (A)’s decision to record the matter as a Non Crime
Domestic incident
301. Police Response Officer (A) recorded the matter as a Non Crime
Domestic incident due to her belief that Miss Power was not feeling afraid
or frightened by Mr Wilder’s behaviour.
302. There are separate offences under the Protection from Harassment Act
1997 (PHA). These include: harassment where there is no fear of violence
(section 2) and harassment where there is a fear of violence (section 4).
The same principles apply to stalking offences section 2A and 4A of the
same Act.
303. It is relevant that an individual does not have to be ‘very frightened’ (which
is a question in the DASH form) or in fear of violence for an offence of
harassment or stalking to be made out.
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Section 2A of the PHA creates a specific offence of stalking. Stalking is
not legally defined but section 2A (3) lists a number of examples of
behaviours associated with stalking which can include following a person,
contacting, or attempting to contact, a person by any means and
interfering with any property in the possession of a person.
Further detail about the law in relation to stalking and harassment is set
out in paragraphs 30-35.
304. The act of calling the police on 6 December 2013 and the nature of the
information disclosed was arguably sufficient to indicate that Miss Power
was feeling alarmed or distressed by Mr Wilder’s behaviour at that time.
Nevertheless, it is necessary to consider what information was available
to Police Response Officer (A) on 7 December 2013, and the evidence of
Miss Power’s presentation that day. Police Response Officer (A) states
that there was no indication Miss Power was frightened. This is supported
by Stephanie Power’s account that Miss Power told Police Response
Officer (A) that Mr Wilder would not hurt her and described her as being
her ‘normal, bright self’. Mrs Power added she did not believe her
daughter felt afraid that day. Stephen Power states that in his view Miss
Power was not feeling threatened by Mr Wilder. Alice Power’s statement
outlined that Miss Power was keen to tell them she did not feel in any
danger.
305. It is not possible to say whether Miss Power was in fear of physical
violence from Mr Wilder when she spoke to Police Response Officer (A),
but the evidence supports her assertion that Miss Power did not present
as such. Police Response Officer (A) may not have recognised that a
victim does not have to be in fear of physical violence for an offence of
harassment or stalking to be made out. Whilst the completed DASH
indicates Miss Power was not in fear of physical violence, there is no
provision in the DASH to assess whether a victim is alarmed or distressed
by the individual’s conduct. Although it is plain that the DASH responses
can inform a decision as to whether an offence is made out, it is a risk
assessment tool and was not designed for this purpose. The evidence
presents a conflicting picture of how concerned Miss Power appeared to
be and suggests Miss Power may not have portrayed the full extent of her
concern to Police Response Officer (A) during their discussion. An officer,
who had received the appropriate training, might recognise a victim of
domestic abuse who minimises concerns, and have a better
understanding of the different harassment offences. However, in the
absence of the appropriate training in stalking and harassment, it is
perhaps understandable that Police Response Officer (A) may not have
recognised this.
The failure to conduct robust checks using force computer systems
306. Police Response Officer (A)’s account that she conduced research into
particular incidents recorded on Mr Wilder’s nominal record to assist her
grading of the risk assessment is not supported by the audit work
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conducted on force systems.
307. There is no record of her having entered the allegation against Mr Wilder
which was recorded in [date] on Mr Wilder’s nominal record at any point
on 7 December 2013. There is no separate intelligence entry detailing the
outcome of this allegation and the only way Police Response Officer (A)
could have obtained this information would have been by viewing the
information recorded on the nominal record and navigating through the
screens. The auditing results cast doubt on Police Response Officer (A)’s
statement that the comments in the free text of this incident assisted her
in grading the DASH. The auditing also confirms that she did not view all
of the information recorded on Mr Wilder’s nominal record.
308. The audit shows that Police Response Officer (A) accessed the most
recent incident recorded on Mr Wilder’s nominal record. Examination of
Mr Wilder’s nominal record and comparison of the information recorded
on the DASH form confirms that Police Response Officer (A) would have
been able to answer the questions on the DASH relating to the subject’s
history by viewing the front page of Mr Wilder’s nominal record, without
the need to go the individual incidents. Police Response Officer (A) is
therefore mistaken in her belief that she would have had to conduct
research into the individual incidents on the nominal record to enable
completion of the DASH form. Enquiries with the Anti Corruption Unit have
also confirmed that Police Response Officer (A) did not navigate into
incident […] to establish what Mr Wilder’s […] marker related to.
309. Whilst it is acknowledged there was information relating to Mr Wilder’s
history and it had occurred some years prior, it is the Lead Investigator’s
opinion that it is reasonable to expect Police Response Officer (A) would
have conducted some research into the individual incidents in his history
and […] marker to ensure her risk assessment was fully informed. If an
individual is a previous domestic abuse offender, this presents an
aggravated risk. The evidence therefore suggests that Police Response
Officer (A) failed to conduct sufficiently robust research into Mr Wilder’s
police history to aid her risk assessment.
The DASH risk assessment
310. Force records indicate that Police Response Officer (A) was not DASH
trained, however at interview, Police Response Officer (A) described an
input on her initial training which is believed to be the DASH training
package. The force Learning and Development Department explained that
some officers were provided with DASH training on their initial induction
training and it is believed Police Response Officer (A) is one of those
officers.
311. It is the Lead Investigator’s opinion that Miss Power’s DASH risk
assessment grading of standard was not reflective of the risk to her. When
the full picture of information made available to various persons (PCSO
(A), Call Handler FEC Call Handler (A) and Police Response Officer (A))
is considered in its entirety, the risk to Miss Power was elevated.
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Nevertheless, one has to consider which pieces of information were
available to Police Response Officer (A) at the time she reached her risk
assessment.
312. Police Response Officer (A) was seemingly unaware of the matters
reported to PCSO (A), which were not recorded on police systems. There
is no independent evidence to suggest anything to the contrary. Such
disclosures would have further informed the risk assessment. Despite this,
it is the Lead Investigator’s opinion that the risk assessment made by
Police Response Officer (A) was too low in light of the factors known to
her at the time:


Mr Wilder’s nominal record evidenced a history of domestic abuse.



The behaviour took place following a recent breakup, which is a known
trigger factor.



The incidents were escalating (Mr Wilder turned up on more than three
occasions in the week prior to Miss Power reporting the matter).



Miss Power reported he was stalking her (checking on the location of her
car, waiting for her when she gets home).



Mr Wilder’s actions had caused Miss Power to believe that he may have
been suicidal following the relationship breakdown.



Alcohol appeared to be involved.

313. It is noted that there is no reference to the criminal damage in Miss
Power’s DASH risk assessment. Police Response Officer (A)’s account
was that whilst the criminal damage was mentioned, Miss Power did not
identify any suspicion that Mr Wilder may have been responsible. The
recording of Police Response Officer (A)’s phone call to Call Handler
Bassett following her attendance at Miss Power’s address indicates that
when asked if Miss Power had been the victim of other crimes Police
Response Officer (A) responded ‘I think she has yes, but different
circumstances and different types of offences’. Had Police Response
Officer (A) received the appropriate training, and had the ACPO Stalking
Risk Screening Tool been implemented, it is possible she may have
probed for further information on the criminal damage given Miss Power
reported Mr Wilder had been checking the location of her car.
314. The categorisation of a DASH risk assessment is a matter of judgement.
Consideration should be given to the fact the force had not delivered any
DASH refresher training since the roll out of DASH forms in Police
Response Officer (A)’s initial training. Consideration should also be given
to the fact the force had not implemented the ACPO Stalking Risk
Screening Tool into the DASH forms. Arguably, officers were not provided
with the tools they required to conduct a proper risk assessment on an
individual subject to stalking behaviour and the DASH forms used were
not fit for purpose in assessing risk to stalking victims. Had the ACPO
Stalking Risk Screening Tool been implemented at the time Miss Power
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reported the matter to Devon and Cornwall Police, a more informed risk
assessment may have been produced.
315. Although there are clearly considerations around the lack of training and
Police Sergeant (A)’s decision to endorse the standard risk assessment
grading, Police Response Officer (A)’s failure to conduct robust research
into Mr Wilder’s history arguably contributed to the ill informed risk
assessment.
Police Response Officer (A)’s decision not to speak with Mr Wilder
316. Police Response Officer (A) made a decision not to speak with Mr Wilder
following her appointment with Miss Power. She followed the wishes of
Miss Power and her decision was endorsed by supervisors Police
Sergeant (A) and Police Inspector (A). There is a lack of consistency
between the accounts of Police Response Officer (A) and Mrs Power as
to whether Miss Power did not consider it necessary to speak to Mr
Wilder, or whether Police Response Officer (A) was told this would have
inflamed the situation further.
Conclusion
317. It is the Lead Investigator’s opinion that Police Response Officer (A) may
have breached the Standards of Professional Behaviour for failing to
conduct robust research to inform her risk assessment and for providing
unverified advice regarding the 999 system; it is therefore concluded that
she has a case to answer for misconduct.

CDIB Call Handler (B)
Failure to challenge the Non Crime Domestic incident
318. The recording of the conversation between Police Response Officer (A)
and CDIB Call Handler (B) supports CDIB Call Handler (B) accepted
Police Response Officer (A)’s decision that no offences had occurred
without establishing the full circumstances of what Miss Power had
reported to Police Response Officer (A) first. Whilst Police Response
Officer (A) requested a Non Crime Domestic incident be recorded, she did
not provide any information to negate the initial information recorded on
the STORM log that Miss Power felt she was being stalked.
319. Had CDIB Call Handler (B) cross referenced the circumstances Miss
Power initially reported to what Police Response Officer (A) later
recorded, a disparity would have been evident in that Miss Power had
seemingly been distressed when she initially requested police attendance
and reported she was being stalked, but Police Response Officer (A) had
requested the matter be recorded as a Non Crime Domestic incident. It is
noted there is no policy or working practice setting out the cross
referencing expectations on CDIB, yet this is considered best practice by
supervisors.
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Challenging the DASH risk assessment
320. There is no policy setting out any expectation on CDIB staff to challenge
the DASH risk assessment, despite the indication by a supervisor that this
was the case. The investigation has established the only training CDIB
staff received on DASH was practical guidance on how to physically input
and record DASH responses on police systems. It is suggested the force
clarify the expectations upon CDIB staff and ensure there is consistent
understanding amongst supervision. An informal recommendation has
been made to this effect.
Stalking and Harassment training
321. CDIB Call Handler (B)’s training records show that prior to December
2013 she had not completed the N-CALT Stalking and Harassment
training package. The Lead Investigator has been informed it has not
been possible to access the specific training CDIB Call Handler (B)
completed, as the trainer who delivered it has since left the force and
deleted all of the relevant documents. It is understood the force provided
updates on stalking and harassment in the force magazine published on
SharePoint in December 2012 and verbal briefings were provided to staff,
however, no formal training was provided. It is suggested the force ensure
their processes for managing training records for CMCU staff are
sufficiently robust moving forward and an informal recommendation has
been made to this effect.
322. Rather than challenging, or seeking further information regarding the
discrepancy between the information recorded on the STORM incident log
and Police Response Officer (A)’s subsequent request to record the
matter as a Non Crime Domestic incident, CDIB Call Handler (B) relied on
the DASH responses to justify and support the officer’s decision that a
Non Crime Domestic incident was appropriate.
323. It is significant that Miss Power’s DASH recorded she was not ‘very
frightened’ or ‘afraid’ of Mr Wilder. It is reasonable that staff rely on the
information recorded and in the absence of knowledge and training that a
Section 2 Harassment offence requires only ‘alarm or distress’, it is
perhaps understandable how CDIB Call Handler (B) might have assumed
a harassment offence was not made out based on this information. There
is no provision in the DASH form to assess whether the victim is
distressed by the conduct reported.
324. All other persons who reviewed the decision to record the matter as a Non
Crime Domestic incident appear to have relied on the DASH responses,
to some extent, to determine whether an offence was made out. The fact
this practice was consistent is indicative of a lack of knowledge that the
DASH form, in isolation, does not assess whether a victim is ‘alarmed or
distressed’ or a harassment offence made out. It also indicates a general
misunderstanding that a review of DASH responses constitutes
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clarification of discrepancies.
325. CDIB Call Handler (B) gave inconsistent accounts as to whether it was
her role to challenge a Non Crime Domestic incident in the event she
identified an offence from the information available on police systems. It is
the Lead Investigator’s opinion that whilst CDIB Call Handler (B) did not
challenge the discrepancies identified, considering her lack of training and
the general misconceptions apparent, it is not considered that a
reasonable tribunal could conclude that her actions breached the
standards of professional behaviour. It is therefore the Lead Investigator’s
opinion that she does not have a case to answer.

Police Sergeant (A)
Endorsement of the DASH
326. Police Sergeant (A)’s explanation of the method he used to conduct
reviews of DASH risk assessments (the higher the number of positive
responses, the higher the risk posed) indicates a lack of understanding of
the DASH risk assessment tool.
327. Given the STORM incident log did not clearly cross reference the criminal
damage and there was no mention of it within the DASH, the evidence
indicates Police Sergeant (A) was unaware that Miss Power had been a
victim of criminal damage. Police Sergeant (A) was not trained to carry out
the role of reviewing a DASH and made a judgement on the grading in the
absence of training.
Police Sergeant (A)’s agreement that the matter was a Non Crime Domestic
incident and decision not to speak with Mr Wilder
328. Police Sergeant (A) did not challenge Police Response Officer (A)’s
decision to record the matter as a Non Crime Domestic incident because
he did not consider that Mr Wilder understood or realised that what he
was doing was causing harassment. Police Sergeant (A) did not believe
there was a course of conduct because he felt Mr Wilder had not been
spoken to by the police and made aware he was causing alarm and
distress.
329. Although Police Sergeant (A) was unaware of the information Miss Power
provided to PCSO (A) and the detail she gave during her phone call to
Police on 6 December 2013, he had full access to the information
recorded on the DASH form, STORM incident log and Non Crime
Domestic incident that was subsequently created. It is considered the
recorded information showed that Miss Power had made attempts to stop
the contact from Mr Wilder. Arguably, there was sufficient evidence to
suggest that Mr Wilder knew, or ought to have known his conduct
amounted to harassment and there was no requirement for the police to
reiterate this to him in order for crime to be made out.
330. All other persons who reviewed the decision to record the matter as a Non
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Crime Domestic incident appear to have relied on the DASH responses,
to some extent, to determine whether an offence was made out. The fact
this practice was consistent is indicative of a lack of knowledge that the
DASH form, in isolation, does not assess whether a victim is ‘alarmed or
distressed’ or where a harassment offence is made out. It should also be
considered that Police Sergeant (A) made these decisions in the absence
of Stalking and Harassment training.
Research conducted on force systems by Police Sergeant (A)
331. Police Sergeant (A) is mistaken in his belief that Risk Assessors from the
Domestic Violence Unit would look at the previous crimes on the subject’s
nominal record when reviewing DASH risk assessments. Whilst standard
DASH risk assessments may be reviewed by the Domestic Abuse Unit,
they are not routinely subject to full history research. Miss Power’s DASH
booklet indicated Mr Wilder had historical allegations recorded against
him and the related STORM incident log indicated he had a […] marker;
however, it did not detail the nature of this history. Auditing records
confirm Police Sergeant (A) did not research Mr Wilder’s nominal record,
either by an individual search, or nested via the crime record.
Furthermore, he did not research incident […] to establish what Mr
Wilder’s […] marker related to.
332. DASH risk assessment working practice sets out that supervisors should
review the DASH booklet and amend the risk assessment if considered
necessary. Police Sergeant (A) appears to have relied on the expectation
that Police Response Officer (A) would have robustly researched Mr
Wilder’s history and the DASH risk assessment grading accurately
reflected any additional risk identified. He also mistakenly believed the
Domestic Violence Unit would research the history further. In the Lead
Investigator’s opinion, a supervisor who had received training in the DASH
risk assessment, the expectations placed upon supervisors and how
DASH forms are dealt with internally may have chosen to research the
history further, or engage in verbal discussion with the attending PC
regarding the nature of it, however Police Sergeant (A) had received no
training in this area.
333. Police Sergeant (A)’s view was that Mr Wilder needed to be spoken to by
the police and informed that his conduct was unwanted before an offence
was made out. Despite this, he did not challenge Police Response Officer
(A)’s decision not to speak with Mr Wilder. That said, Police Sergeant (A)
had not received training on stalking offences and his decision to endorse
Police Response Officer (A)’s decision was judgement based, as opposed
to a breach of policy.
334. In the Lead Investigator’s view, it is considered that Police Sergeant (A)
does not have a case to answer for misconduct. It is a matter for Devon
and Cornwall Police to decide what action they consider appropriate to
take in relation to Police Sergeant (A)’s performance.
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Police Inspector (A)
Decision to agree to record the matter as a Non Crime Domestic incident
335. Police Inspector (A)’s rationale for agreeing to record the matter as a Non
Crime Domestic incident was based on his view that a harassment
offence was not made out as Miss Power’s DASH indicated she was not
afraid, alarmed or distressed.
336. Police Inspector (A) relied on the available information recorded on police
systems (DASH, Non Crime Domestic incident and the STORM log) to
form his decision. Police Response Officer (A)’s entries on the crime
record suggest the incident was a just a case of the offender not getting
the message that the relationship was over. It is accepted that Miss
Power’s DASH indicates she was not feeling very frightened or afraid and
it appears Police Inspector (A) has relied upon these responses to form
his decision that Miss Power was not being harassed and that an offence
was not therefore made out.
337. Police Inspector (A) does not, however, appear to have considered that
there is no provision in the DASH to determine whether a victim is
‘alarmed or distressed’ by the conduct. The nature of the instances
reported (checking on location of her car, turning up unannounced late at
night in drink) had caused Miss Power worry and resulted in her phoning
the police to request assistance. There is nothing recorded on the Non
Crime Domestic incident to negate Miss Power’s initial report of
harassment or stalking, just that she did not want Mr Wilder spoken to.
Considering that the initial information on the STORM incident log
indicated an offence may have been made out there was arguably
evidence to suggest she was indeed feeling alarmed or distressed by Mr
Wilder’s conduct.
338. It is however also recognised that Police Inspector (A)’s reliance on the
DASH responses was a practice also shared by all other individuals
responsible for reviewing whether a crime of harassment or stalking was
made out. In the Lead Investigator’s view this is indicative of a general
lack of understanding in the absence of training.
Decision not to challenge the DASH risk assessment grading of standard and
safeguarding considerations.
339. Despite Police Inspector (A)’s assertion that he was unaware of the
Facebook friend request from Mr Wilder to Miss Power, this information
was contained within the DASH and therefore available to him. He was
unaware of the disclosures Miss Power had reported to PCSO (A) when
reviewing this incident. He was also unaware that Miss Power had been
the victim of criminal damage on two occasions and she suspected that
Mr Wilder may have been responsible as the log did not clearly indicate
this and this information was not recorded in the DASH.
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340. Police Inspector (A) was mistaken in his belief that Homesafe were
involved, as they had not actually made a visit. He relied upon Police
Response Officer (A)’s comment in the DASH form that Homesafe were
‘involved’ when reaching this conclusion. In the Lead Investigator’s view,
this is not unreasonable. Arguably, this comment lacks clarity as it does
not identify who made a Homesafe referral, when the referral was made
and whether the security review had taken place. The comment could be
perceived as suggesting a security review had already taken place as
appears to have been the case with Police Inspector (A). Whilst he could
have sought clarity to identify the detail of Homesafe’s involvement, Police
Response Officer (A) equally could have obtained and recorded clearer
information about Homesafe’s involvement with Miss Power.
Review of Mr Wilder’s history and safeguarding
341. Miss Power’s DASH form clearly indicated that Mr Wilder had allegations
recorded against him. Police Inspector (A)’s auditing results show he did
not conduct a PNC check on Mr Wilder. Whilst the auditing results show
he reviewed the Non Crime Domestic incident, there is no evidence to
support he conducted any research into Mr Wilder’s CIS nominal record to
assist his review of the DASH risk assessment or his consideration of the
safeguarding of Miss Power.
342. The STORM incident log indicates Mr Wilder had a […] marker. Despite
Police Inspector (A)’s explanation that he would usually research the
nominal record in the event the subject had a […] marker, the auditing and
enquiries with the force’s Anti Corruption Unit do not support he did so on
this occasion. Given the information contained in the DASH and STORM
log, it is the Lead Investigator’s opinion that an Inspector might seek to
establish further information about the nature of the history recorded.
However, it is also acknowledged that there has to be some reliance that
such research would have been carried out by the attending officer and
the DASH risk assessment amended accordingly to reflect additional risk.
343. Police Inspector (A) held overarching responsibility for the safeguarding of
Miss Power, however he was not aware of the full circumstances relating
to Miss Power due to the omissions of other individuals. He relied upon
the information recorded on police systems and relied on the DASH to
support that Miss Power was not feeling harassed, despite the initial
indication from the STORM log, a view shared by all other persons who
reviewed this incident. He did not determine an offence of stalking was
made out, but equally he had not received any training in this area. In the
Lead Investigator’s opinion his decision not to challenge Police Response
Officer (A)’s decision not to speak with Mr Wilder was questionable;
however, this was a judgement call as opposed to an intentional breach of
policy. Therefore Police Inspector (A) does not have a case to answer for
misconduct. It is a matter for Devon and Cornwall Police to decide what
action they consider appropriate to take in relation to Police Inspector
(A)’s performance.
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Domestic Abuse Officer (A)
344. Due to the fact the circumstances Miss Power reported were assessed
and recorded as a Non Crime Domestic incident and the DASH given a
standard grading, the incident did not qualify for a full review by a Risk
Assessor in the Domestic Abuse Unit. Rather, it fell under the category of
an incident requiring a ‘cursory check’ to identify if there were four
instances of domestic abuse within the last 12 months between Miss
Power and Mr Wilder.
345. Practices at the time meant that ‘reporting persons’ were not created as
‘nominals’ on the CIS system unless they had been a subject or victim of
a crime. When Miss Power had reported criminal damage, she was
recorded as a ‘reporting person’ on CIS. Miss Power’s nominal record was
created on 7 December 2013 when Police Response Officer (A)
requested a Non Crime Domestic incident was recorded following her
attendance. This meant that Miss Power’s nominal record did not contain
her previous reports of criminal damage. This meant a name and date of
birth search on Miss Power would not have yielded any results relating to
Miss Power or her report of criminal damage, unless the exact reference
number was known.
346. Even if the exact reference number had been known, PCSO (A)’s failure
to record Miss Power’s disclosures on Police systems and the fact Mr
Wilder was not linked as a subject for the criminal damage meant a
search would have yielded a negative result of any previous incidents
between Miss Power and Mr Wilder. The absence of four domestic
incidents between Miss Power and Mr Wilder within the previous 12
months would have been sufficient to satisfy Domestic Abuse Officer (A)
that no further review was necessary on the case.
347. Auditing records show that Domestic Abuse Officer (A) conducted the
cursory check by researching Miss Power’s nominal record as opposed to
Mr Wilder’s. Had the ‘cursory check’ been conducted into Mr Wilder’s
nominal record, as opposed to Miss Power’s, his offending history would
have been revealed, including [V] allegations about his actions towards
[…].
348. There appears to be no set procedure laying out whether the ‘cursory
check’ should be carried out on the victim’s or subject’s nominal record on
standard risk Non Crime Domestic incidents. This is most likely because a
check on either nominal record should, in theory, reveal whether there is a
domestic history between the two. Nevertheless an informal
recommendation has been made that the ‘cursory check’ completed on
Standard DASH risk assessments is conducted on both the perpetrator’s
and victim’s record. This would not only highlight any history between the
victim and perpetrator, but could also assist in identifying whether
perpetrators have a history of domestic abuse with previous partners and
the circumstances which have triggered such actions previously.
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349. The evidence supports Domestic Abuse Officer (A) followed correct
procedures and therefore it is the Lead Investigator’s opinion she has no
case to answer for misconduct.
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The handling of Miss Power’s emergency call on
14 December 2013
The details of Miss Power’s call
350. At 01.11am on 14 December 2013, Miss Power made an emergency call
from her mobile phone. The Lead Investigator obtained a recording of the
call from the Devon and Cornwall Police murder investigation team. Two
versions of the recording were provided: an original version, and an
enhanced version. The call had been enhanced to try to achieve a clearer
sound quality. The call has been examined as part of this investigation. It
should be highlighted that the audio recording is very difficult to hear and
inaudible at times. The following observations are made by the Lead
Investigator:


Miss Power’s phone call was connected to BT for approximately 43
seconds before it was seemingly transferred to the Automated
Metropolitan Police Voice Response System (Silent Solution). The
call was connected to the automated system for approximately 19
seconds before it was terminated.



Miss Power did not respond directly to any of the questions posed
to her by the BT Call Handling Agent regarding which emergency
service she required or what number she had dialled.



Miss Power did not appear to respond to the BT Call Handling
Agent’s instructions to tap the handset if she was unable to speak.



Approximately 30 seconds into the call, seconds prior to the BT
Call Handling Agent transferring the call to the automated
recording, Miss Power could be heard talking in the background. It
is believed by the Lead Investigator that Miss Power said: ‘I don’t
know how you got in but you need to leave’.



Approximately 6 seconds later, the recorded message from the
Metropolitan Police Voice Response System is played, indicating
the call had been transferred to the automated service. The
recording instructed the caller to press the number five twice on the
keypad if an emergency service was required.



In the seconds that followed, Miss Power said words to the effect of
‘that’s it, put (inaudible) down’, and ‘this is freaking the (inaudible)
out of me’. Approximately two seconds later, the automated
recording gave an instruction to release the call and the call was
terminated by the BT call handling agent.

351. BT provided a statement to the Devon and Cornwall Police murder
investigation team, which was shared with the IPCC. The statement sets
out BT’s assessment that their call handling agent followed correct
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process in dealing with Miss Power’s call. It is however the Lead
Investigator’s assessment that speech can be heard in the background of
the call and this speech would have caused them concern. BT informed
the IPCC that they operate the Silent Solution system, but the police hold
responsibility for it.
352. Detailed information about the way in which emergency calls without
service request are dealt with in the United Kingdom can be found in
‘Appendix B - Silent Solution’.

Conclusions
353. The investigation has raised concerns about the Silent Solution system,
and the police and public awareness of it. There is no current National
Police Chief’s Council (NPCC) National Lead assuming responsibility for
Silent Solution. The system does not appear to be subject to regular
monitoring or reviews of its effectiveness. Prior to 2015, the 999 Liaison
Committee (whose role is to monitor the UK emergency call system) had
not discussed the system in recent years and there appears to be no
research into the number of genuine emergencies sifted out by the
system.
354. It is apparent that there have been other cases and investigations where
the handling or processes involved in dealing with emergency calls have
been a factor.
355. The investigation has identified an apparent lack of awareness from the
police officer subject to this investigation that police do not automatically
respond to silent calls. It is possible this is a widespread problem
nationally. Local QuickTime learning was disseminated to the force on 18
July 2014. It was recommended the force take urgent action to inform
officers that police do not necessarily respond to all silent emergency
calls. In September 2014 the force responded explaining that they had
already requisitioned a piece of work in May 2014 to disseminate learning
to rectify any misunderstanding within the workforce. A message was sent
via the force intranet in addition to staff briefings to all police constables
and sergeants.
356. It is recommended that the NPCC should consider appointing a Lead
Officer for Silent Solution. It is also recommended that consideration
should be given to reviewing the effectiveness of the current procedures
for dealing with emergency calls without service request and the potential
issues around a lack of police (and potentially public) awareness of the
system. A formal recommendation has been made to this effect.
357. Finally, it is the Lead Investigator’s opinion that the issues identified by
this investigation are placed on the agenda for the next 999 Liaison
Committee meeting and a formal recommendation has been made to this
effect.
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Organisational approach to domestic abuse,
stalking and harassment
358. Devon and Cornwall Police provided an extensive analysis to assist in
identifying the reasons for the apparent delay in the implementation of the
ACPO Stalking Risk Screening Tool, and for the lack of DASH and
stalking and harassment training. This analysis and a summary of various
other enquiries conducted by the IPCC is available in the appendices
titled ‘DASH training, Stalking and Harassment Training, and the delay in
implementation of the ACPO Stalking Risk Screening Tool’.

Detective Superintendent Northcott’s account
359. A notice of investigation was served on The Head of Public Protection in
Devon and Cornwall Police. He was asked to respond to a number of
specific questions to identify what steps he took to encourage the
implementation of the ACPO Stalking Risk Screening Tool, Stalking and
Harassment and DASH training.
360. Detective Superintendent Northcott stated he had raised the issue of
DASH training on numerous occasions at executive level within the force.
Furthermore, he stated he had raised his frustration with managers at the
force being unable to implement the ACPO Stalking Risk Screening Tool
due to problems with uploading the tool onto various computer systems.
He further stated there were no full Safeguarding Vulnerable People
(SVP) boards convened between October 2012 and November 2013 to
enable him to progress implementation of the ACPO Stalking Risk
Screening Tool or mandate the associated training. He stated he tried to
encourage the executive to reinstate the boards without success and that
the responsibility to convene them rested with the force executive.

Other enquiries
361. Enquiries were carried out with Ex ACC Boarland, Ex ACC Bickley and
Sandra Densham (who was ACC’s secretary).
362. Mr Boarland had retired two years prior and had no recollection of the
matters raised by this investigation.
363. Miss Densham recalled the May 2013 SVP meeting had been cancelled
due to unavailability of key members and a request was made that the
meeting should be rearranged. She could not recall why a further meeting
did not take place until November 2013, but believed it may have been to
combination of factors including a change in ACC and competing
demands at the time. Miss Densham did recall that ACC Bickley reviewed
the terms of reference for the SVP Board which resulted in him
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introducing the SVP Executive Board in November 2013.
364. Mr Bickley (who commenced the role of ACC in May 2013) stated he
encouraged urgent matters to be dealt with as part of day to day business.
He could not recall whether the issues were specifically presented to him
as a critical risk which required a decision from him, but he did recall he
had frequent conversations with Detective Superintendent Northcott. He
also recalled the introduction of a new computer system created varied
complexities and there were consequential impacts which affected all
areas of work.

Conclusions
365. It is the opinion of the Lead Investigator that the evidence does not
indicate that an individual is responsible for the delay in the
implementation of guidance and training. Rather, it appears that the
issues identified by this investigation are a result of a combination of
factors. It is the Lead Investigator’s opinion that Detective Superintendent
Northcott does not have a case to answer for misconduct. The factors
which contributed to the delays are outlined below.
Gaps in DASH training
366. The investigation has identified there were gaps in DASH training at the
time of Miss Power’s murder and that DASH refresher training had not
been delivered since the implementation of DASH between 2009–2011.
Police Sergeant (A) and Police Inspector (A) had not received DASH
training at the time of Miss Power’s murder, despite both working in
supervisory positions which involved the regular review of DASH risk
assessments. The Lead Investigator’s examination of training records for
other response teams in Plymouth indicates that there were other
response officers who had not received DASH training at that time.
367. The force Learning and Development Department confirmed that the
DASH training course has not been delivered to any officer who has
moved into a response role since the initial roll out of DASH. It appears
that no system was put in place following the implementation of DASH
training to monitor and review training requirements to ensure all
individuals who carry out roles involving DASH risk assessments are
appropriately trained. A general search of the training audit system could
only identify a list of officers who had completed the DASH training during
its initial roll out, and details of the role they were in at that time. There
was no method to identify the number of police constables, sergeants or
inspectors in response teams who had completed the DASH training,
unless each officer was manually investigated. This meant if an officer
had moved into a response role having previously been in a role which did
not require DASH training in 2011, they would not have received DASH
training, and the system would not have flagged this up.
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The delay in implementation of the ACPO Stalking Risk Screening Tool and
training
368. The ACPO Stalking Risk Screening Tool, designed to assess the risk to
stalking victims, was not fully implemented at the time of Miss Power’s
murder. Furthermore, the Stalking and Harassment E-Briefing NCALT
training, designed to accompany the introduction of stalking legislation
had not been mandated following the introduction of stalking legislation.
The reasons for the delay are evidently a result of a combination of
organisational issues. The relevant factors are detailed below.
369. Historically, there have been several issues with the SVP board which is
the strategic forum where decisions on force training needs in relation to
safeguarding matters should be made. The research conducted by Devon
and Cornwall Police identified an apparent lack of governance and
monitoring of actions set in previous meetings. Of crucial importance was
the absence of any full board meeting in the year prior to Miss Power’s
murder. This appears to have delayed the implementation of the ACPO
guidance.
370. A changeover in computer systems and embargo on CIS put in place in
May 2013 had considerable influence on the delay in progressing these
matters. A decision was made that no changes were to be made to CIS
because the new system, UNIFI, was being created and would be live on
10 March 2014. The screens recording DASH responses had been frozen
and migrated to UNIFI. This meant that if changes had been made to
include the ACPO Stalking Risk Screening Tool questions, these
questions would have been lost and would not have transferred over to
the new system.
371. Despite the embargo, consideration was given to recording the ACPO
Stalking Risk Screening Tool responses in the free text comments box,
which was a comments box already available in DASH and on the CIS
system. Whilst it is accepted that amending the system so that it was able
to record the specific questions and responses to the ACPO Stalking Risk
Screening Tool was preferable, an interim option of amending the DASH
forms to incorporate the Tool and recording a summary of the responses
in the free text box may have been implemented at an earlier stage had a
board meeting taken place sooner. The decision to do so was not made
until the next SVP board in November 2013, one month prior to Miss
Power’s murder. This resulted in further delays in implementing the tool,
which ACC Shewan outlined was first launched between 2009 and 2011.
Action taken by Devon and Cornwall Police since Miss Power’s murder
372. Devon and Cornwall Police has been proactive since Miss Power’s
murder and addressed many of the issues identified by this investigation.
The following changes have been implemented.
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373. In relation to call handling, the Force Call Handling Policy has been
reviewed and amended to incorporate the ‘vulnerable’ grading that was
introduced in June 2013. Furthermore, a decision was made in April 2014
that a vulnerable grading will be attached to all domestic abuse calls.
374. In January 2014 a decision was made to increase the frequency of the
SVP board meetings, which now take place on a bi-monthly basis.
375. The force has mandated the Stalking and Harassment E-learning for all
frontline staff including staff in the control room. The force also published
an amended version of their stalking and harassment policy in February
2014, which contains specific reference to the additional 11 ACPO
Stalking Risk Screening Tool questions and an instruction that these must
be used to assist officers in identifying patterns of stalking behaviour.
376. The force is currently embarking on a three year rolling programme
designed to ensure all officers are constantly refreshed in respect of
domestic abuse, DASH and stalking and harassment. Given the
expectation on CDIB and DRCT to be able to identify stalking and
harassment offences from information recorded on force computer
systems, it is encouraging that the force has provided control room staff
with Stalking Awareness Training whilst the IPCC investigation has
progressed. Training has also been provided to CDIB staff regarding the
input of the ACPO Stalking Risk Screening Tool responses onto the new
system, UNIFI.
377. The ACPO Stalking Risk Screening Tool has been incorporated into
DASH forms in circulation. All pre-existing DASH forms have been
recalled and the amended DASH form, which includes the additional 11
questions to assess the risk to stalking and harassment victims, was
provided to all frontline staff in April 2014. A force wide message has
been distributed informing officers and staff of the changes.
378. In addition to the above, the force has selected 16 officers and delivered
bespoke Single Point of Contact (SPOC) training to them to create force
experts on stalking and harassment. The force has also amended the
domestic abuse model which features in student officer training to
incorporate stalking and harassment.
379. Information provided by the force indicates they are in the process of
delivering training to all Critical Incident Managers on stalking and
harassment.
380. The force has amended the harassment flowchart distributed to officers to
incorporate stalking offences.
381. The Lead Investigator has also made the following observations which are
suggested as informal recommendations:
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It is suggested the force considers amending the harassment flowchart
question which asks ‘is this the first time an incident has occurred?’ to
clarify that this relates to the first occasion fear, alarm or distress was
caused by the perpetrator, as opposed to the first incident reported to the
police. This investigation identifies there was some confusion regarding
this.
It is suggested that the force reviews their governance processes to
ensure minute taking and monitoring of actions set both in Board
Meetings and within the Public Protection Unit are sufficiently robust.
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Freedom of Information (FOI) Request No:
006028/12
382. On 15 October 2012, Devon and Cornwall Police received FOI request
006028/12 from the Charity Network ‘Surviving Stalking’ who were
carrying out research into the crime of stalking.
383. The following response was published on the force website in
November 2012:
1. ‘Do all your frontline Officers receive training about stalking?’
Devon & Cornwall Constabulary have delivered training for
the Protection from Harassment Act 1997 force wide, which
incorporates stalking, since its inception. All front line
officers have been trained in the package.
2. Have you issued your frontline Officers with the ACPO Stalking
Risk Screening Tool/11 questions?
In 2009 Devon & Cornwall Constabulary introduced Domestic
Abuse Stalking and Harassment training (DASH) and that
incorporates the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO)
ACPO Stalking Risk Screening Tool. All front line officers
have been trained in that package from 2009.
3. How long have your front line Officers been receiving training on
stalking for?
Devon & Cornwall Constabulary also delivered a 'Public
Protection' training package for vulnerable adults which
incorporates the stalking element too.
Protecting Vulnerable People which includes the victims of
stalking is a priority for the Force.
Additional context
The prevention and investigation of stalking and harassment
offences forms an integral part of the Domestic Abuse
Strategy for the Force. The DASH risk assessment is an
essential tool used by all frontline staff to assess the
vulnerability of all victims to such crimes. Once such
offences have been identified the Force will ensure that
positive action is taken in all cases. The Force also works
with partner agencies and victim support services working
within the domestic abuse to identify and deal with these
offences.

Analysis of the FOI response
384. In relation to the response to question 1, whilst Devon and Cornwall
Police had amended their Stalking and Harassment Policy, they had
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not delivered training to their frontline officers in relation to the new
stalking offences, which were created in November 2012. The
response is arguably poorly worded and potentially misleading as it
does not clearly identify whether front line officers had been trained in
the Protection from Harassment Act prior to, or since the enactment of
stalking offences. When considered in the context of the question
asked, the response could be interpreted as suggesting that training in
relation to stalking offences had been delivered, when this investigation
has established the NCALT package covering stalking offences had
not been mandated by the force.
385. The response to question 2 is arguably evasive and misleading. Whilst
the response does not directly set out whether the ACPO Stalking Risk
Screening Tool had been ‘issued’ to front line officers, it implies all front
line officers had received training around it. The force did indeed
deliver DASH training to frontline officers between 2009 and 2011 and
examination of training material indicates the ACPO Stalking Risk
Screening Tool did feature within the PowerPoint for that training.
Nevertheless, this investigation has identified the ACPO Stalking Risk
Screening Tool had not been fully implemented at the time the FOI
response was drafted; the 11 questions did not feature within the
DASH forms in circulation and were not being used by frontline officers.
386. In the Lead Investigator’s opinion, the response to question 3 does not
address the question. The ‘Public Protection’ training package referred
to may incorporate a stalking element, but training in relation to stalking
offences had not been delivered at that time.
387. In relation to the additional context, it is fact that DASH is an essential
tool and was used by frontline staff in Devon and Cornwall Police.
Nevertheless, despite references to the ACPO Stalking Risk Screening
Tool in working practice documents, Devon and Cornwall Police had
not formally adopted it or incorporated it within the DASH forms used in
Devon and Cornwall Police at the time of the FOI request. A completed
DASH, which incorporates the ACPO Stalking Risk Screening Tool, will
indeed assess vulnerability from stalking, however the DASH in use in
Devon and Cornwall Police at that time was not in fact equipped to
assess vulnerability to stalking crimes. The context added could be
interpreted as suggesting that the DASH forms were equipped for this
purposed.

FOI processes – what should happen
388. Devon and Cornwall Police’s Freedom of Information Policy (D90) does
not set out who holds responsibility for the accuracy of an FOI
response, however the FOI Unit has a working practice which is set out
below:
‘13. 13.1 Request for Information (RFI) to department – FOIA open
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All information is requested through a Department Liaison Officer.
Once information is gathered it should be sent to a Department
Decision-Maker (if relevant) for checking and verification, and then
forwarded to a Head of Department for any additional context if
necessary. Only after this process should it be sent back to the FOI
Unit for a formal response. This should ideally take place within the 10
working day deadline provided to the Unit. A process chart can be
found on SharePoint’.

What happened with FOI request No: 006028/12
389. Examination of the audit trail evidences the FOI request was initially
received by the FOI team. The People Management and Learning
Department (which is an overarching department encompassing other
departments including HR, Learning and Development and Health and
Safety) was identified as the correct department to respond to the
request. The request was sent to the Department Liaison Officer who
was asked to facilitate the collation of the information. This individual
forwarded the request to the Learning and Development Department
and asked that a member of the team could answer the FOI questions.
Shortly after, the Department Liaison Officer forwarded the email chain
to a different member of staff in the Learning and Development Team.
A response was submitted directly to the Department Liaison Officer,
who in turn sent it on to the FOI team. Upon receipt of the draft
response, the FOI team consulted with the Head of People
Management and Learning, the Head of Corporate Comms and the
Head of Public Protection. They were asked if they felt the release was
suitable for release and if any additional context could be provided. All
individuals approved the proposed response and further context was
added by Detective Superintendent Northcott, the Head of Public
Protection.
390. The FOI team were consulted as part of this investigation and stated
the Department Liaison Officer who dealt with this FOI request also
acted as the Department Decision Maker on this case and others.
391. Enquiries were made with the People and Learning Department
regarding the processes followed when the department receives an
FOI request. It was established that requests are allocated to an
appropriate person and the information for responses would primarily
be obtained from force computer systems. The information populated
on force computer systems is gleaned from individual training records,
reports generated on specific training events or long term delivery
schedules. In the event the information required is not available on
force computer systems, attempts will be made to obtain it from the
individual with the necessary corporate knowledge. The Learning and
Development Department considered the person extracting the
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knowledge is relied upon for accuracy.

Subjects
392. Having identified concerns with the FOI response, attempts were made
to contact the individual who originally drafted the FOI response in
People and Learning Services with the view to identifying where the
information had been obtained from. Attempts were made on 2 March
2015 and 9 March 2015. This individual left Devon and Cornwall Police
on 8 March 2015. No response was received to the IPCC’s request for
contact. Further attempts were made to contact the individual at their
home address after this time, however no response was received. The
IPCC has no powers to compel individuals to provide witness or
subject interviews once they are no longer under the direction and
control of the Chief Constable, unless the matters are criminal in
nature. This did not apply in this case and consequently no account
was obtained from the individual in question.
393. An analysis carried out by Devon and Cornwall Police to assist the
IPCC investigation identified that Detective Superintendent Northcott
was the Head of Public Protection when he dealt with the FOI request.
It was established that the evidence suggested he was aware that the
force had not formally adopted the ACPO Stalking Risk Screening
Tool, yet had failed to amend the proposed FOI response when it was
sent to him so this was clearly reflected. A notice of investigation was
served on him on 14 January 2015.

Detective Superintendent Northcott’s account
394. On 18 February 2015 Detective Superintendent Northcott submitted a
written response and stated at no time was it his intention to mislead
anyone in relation to this matter. He stated he was sent a copy of the
proposed response on 8 November 2012, which was also copied to
three other persons. He recalled he was asked to comment as to
whether he felt the information was suitable to be released to the public
and to confirm that no further context was necessary. He stated at the
time he did not believe the proposed disclosure was unsuitable for
release, based on his interpretation of unsuitable, but did provide
additional context which he felt added to the original proposed
response. He stated he did not feel the additional context added was
misleading.
395. Detective Superintendent Northcott stated he now accepts that the
information provided by the People and Learning Department in the
draft response was incorrect and misleading. He explained that then,
and now, there is a lack of clarity about whose responsibility it is to
check the accuracy of the response and the reality is that as Head of
Department, he would be unable to check the full accuracy of every
FOI request in view of the numbers and detail involved. He stated that
in his view, there was a clear expectation on the person completing the
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initial data to ensure it was accurate.
396. He explained that each FOI request received by the force is sent to a
person identified as having the appropriate knowledge. He stated that
the identified person drafts a reply to the request which is in turn sent
to the Department Heads to check for suitability and to add context
which may assist in clarifying the request and addressing or preempting any issues that might generate. He stated that in this particular
case, the request was sent to the People and Learning Department
who were, in his view, responsible for ensuring the FOI response was
accurate.

Conclusion
397. In the Lead Investigator’s opinion the FOI working practice lacks clarity
about who holds responsibility for the accuracy of an FOI response. It
is not clear whether (a) there are circumstances when the Department
Liaison Officer also acts as the Department Decision Maker and
consequently is responsible for verifying the response, or (b) whether
there is some discretion as to whether a proposed response needs to
be sent to a Department Decision Maker for verification. If the latter is
true, the working practice does not clarify who makes the judgement
about sending the response to a Department Decision Maker, or who
holds responsibility for the accuracy of the proposed response in the
event it is not sent to them. Although there is reference to ‘A’ Head of
Department adding additional context, there is no reference to the
Head of Department specifically holding responsibility for the accuracy
of the response. Furthermore, it is not clear whether the FOI team hold
any responsibility regarding accuracy. Due to the lack of clarity, it is not
possible to identify if the working practices were followed correctly.
398. In the absence of any clear procedure setting out an expectation upon
the Head of Department to check drafted responses for accuracy, it is
considered there is insufficient evidence on which a reasonable tribunal
could find misconduct proven and therefore Detective Superintendent
Northcott does not have a case to answer for misconduct.
399. The information contained in the FOI response was arguably evasive
and had the potential to be misleading, however none of the individuals
consulted, including the Department Liaison Officer, The Head of the
People and Learning Department or The Head of Corporate Comms
raised any concern with the proposed response. Detective
Superintendent Northcott acknowledged in his written response that he
now recognises that the information drafted by the People and
Learning Department was misleading. It is the Lead Investigator’s
opinion that the evidence indicates it was within Detective
Superintendent Northcott’s knowledge that the ACPO Risk Screening
Stalking Tool had not been fully implemented at the time of the FOI
request.
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400. It is the Lead Investigator’s opinion that Detective Superintendent
Northcott should have taken more care. He failed to recognise and
amend the response appropriately. It is a matter for Devon and
Cornwall Police to decide what action they consider appropriate to take
in relation to Detective Superintendent Northcott’s performance.
401. The importance of accuracy, openness and transparency in FOI
responses is paramount. It is suggested the force reviews their process
for dealing with FOI responses to ensure there is clarity regarding who
holds responsibility for verifying the accuracy of an FOI response and
an informal recommendation has been made to this effect.

Appendices
Glossary of terms
Appendix A - DASH, stalking and harassment training and the ACPO
Stalking Risk Screening Tool in Devon and Cornwall police
Appendix B - silent solution
Josie Quartermaine
Lead Investigator, IPCC
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